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SUMMARY

Large scale efforts are in progress to develop advanced batteries for utility energy
storage systems. Realization of the full benefits available from those systems
requires development not only of the batteries themselves, but also the ac/dc
power converter, the bulk power interconnecting equipment, and the peripheral
electric balance of plant equipment which integrate the battery/converter into a
properly controlled and protected energy system. This study addresses these
overall system aspects, and although tailored to a specific battery, the technology
and concepts are applicable to any battery energy storage system.

The primary objective of the study was to perform a conceptual design of the
electrical system and associated equipment for a 20 MW, 100 MWh lithium/sulfide
advanced battery energy storage system. The study comprised two tasks. Task 1
centered around technical interchanges among Argonne National Laboratory (ANL),
Rockwell International Energy Systems Group (RIESG), and United Technologies
Corporation, Power Systems Division (UTC) which produced a common under-
standing of the overall requirements for a lithium/metal sulfide battery energy
storage system. Task 2, the major effort in the study, incorporated the system
requirements into a conceptual electrical balance of plant design that described the
major components and the equipment to interconnect them, and their control,
protection and system integration, as well as a preliminary equipment cost estimate.
This effort encompassed the four major plant electrical subsystems that support the
battery system as shown in simplified block diagram form in Figure 1.

MASTER SITE CONTROLLER SUBSYSTEM

CONTROLLER

CONTeOLLERS

POWER SY-T+MINTERCONNCTING - CONVERTER +-+INTERC NNCTING LN
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ELECTRICALPLNT 'd
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Figure 1. Major Plant Electrical Subsystems
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The battery consisted of six modules which formed the basic building block for the
system electrical and mechanical design. The primary objective in Task 1 was to
establish a common module concept that defined the technical guidelines within
which the conceptual design study would be undertaken. Assistance in the develop-
ment of the common module concept was accomplished by nine subtasks which
provided consultation and technical assistance in nine system areas. With ANL
providing the necessary battery information, a technical baseline for the conceptual
study was developed along with a common understanding of the battery and converter
system requirements.

The converter requirement was met by UTC's advanced self-commutated converter
system whose features for utilization in battery energy storage systems include:

0 Four-quadrant operation providing leading and lagging var control for
both bulk charge and discharge modes and independent var generation
for periods when bulk power modes are not required

0 Advanced commutation circuitry to handle wide dc input ranges

* Rapid transition from charge to discharge and vice-versa with no polarity
reversal

0 Ability to provide trickle charge down to 5% of current rating with no
current discontinuities.

The first Task 1 effort was determination of the dc voltage range over which the
converter must operate during bulk charge and discharge. A parametric study
was performed to determine, for a 10 MW design, the relative converter cost and
efficiency as a function of minimum dc input voltage and the ratio of end of charge
(EOC) to end of discharge (EOD) voltages. The results showed the small dif-
ferences in relative cost to be primarily a function of EOC/EOD, while efficiency
was somewhat affected by both EOC/EOD and minimum input voltage as shown in
Figures 2 and 3. The efficiency baseline (0.0 on Figure 3) is 96.0% These results
are for a 10 MW converter design performed for each of the eight input voltage
ranges utilized in this study. However, other studies have shown that a consid-
erable savings in converter cost is available when the power rating is increased by
designs that utilize the maximum voltage and current ratings allowed by the basic
design technology. Figure 4 is an example of the specific savings that can be
achieved as the power rating is increased to its maximum level for a given set of
design conditions and a given technology level.

The results are useful for future system studies for determining the best arrange-
ment of the cells with respect to voltage operating level and the impact of the
EOC/EOD voltage ratio. For purposes of this design study, a dc voltage operating
range of 1640 to 2960 volts was selected because that range is compatible with the
converter design and with the battery cell/module structure for two cell designs
under investigation. Completion of the other eight Task 1 subtasks established
the Task 2 guidelines.
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Figure 2. Relative Cost vs Minimum dc Voltage - 10-mw Converter
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1.0 CONDITIONS:
* MINIMUM DC VOLTAGE= 2200
* EOC/EOD = 1.65
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Figure 4. Converter Relative Cost vs. Power Rating

The primary objective in Task 2 was to perform the conceptual design for the
electrical balance of plant equipment. The common module concept established in
Task 1 provided the design guidelines and requirements under which the concep-
tual design was carried out. The design effort was divided into Six subtasks.

Progress in development of advanced self-commutated converters for utilization in
fuel cell or battery energy storage systems had already defined the technology
necessary to fulfill the requirements for a lithium/metal sulfide battery application.
The requirements for a 100 MWhr battery plant with 5 hour discharge and 7 hour
charge cycles and the previously selected dc voltage operating range were met by
two 10 MW converter modules. Each converter is transportable on two trucks and
self-contained within a weather-proof pallet assembly, as shown in Figure 5. Each
pallet assembly contains three 3-phase bridges, series reactors, harmonic cancel-
lation magnetics, switchgear and all the logic, controls, protection and diagnostics
required for operation. The output transformer is shipped separately.

Another major consideration in the design of the bulk power equipment was the
selection of dc fault protection equipment for the battery. Limited availability and
the high cost of such equipment, coupled with the limited information available on
battery fault current characteristics, prevented selection of a specific type of
device at this time. Also, the power industry, Department of Energy (DOE) and
the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), recognize the need for improved
equipment in this area, and development of devices such as current limiting pro-
tectors is in progress. In lieu of a final selection the study specifies where the
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protection is reqUired, but recommends postponing the selection of either fuses, dc
breakers, current limiting protectors or other future devices until the battery
protection requirement is more fully defined.

17-

11.5'

Figure 5. Cornvc-rter (10-MW) Assembled Enclosure

The overall operation of the plant requires an intelligence for control, protection,
monitoring and interfacing the operator. The master site controller design is
based on utilization of a 16 bit microprocessor type minicomputer as the central
intelligence which controls all the plant operational functions. The operational
prograiii is established by software which allows changes to be made easily. Local
module controllers are incorporated to provide the data logging capacity needed to
monitor each of the 864 cell ensemble voltages in each of the twelve battery modules.
The approach and techniques applied were derived from experience with controllers
for fuel cell systems operating in parallel with the utility line. Table I lists the
major features of the design for the master site controller. The controller was
designed for an automated mature plant which operates unattended and is monitored
by a remote operator. Local operator control is available for start-up and trouble-
shooting.
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TABLE 1. MASTER SITE CONTROLLER DESIGN FEATURES

* Plant operates unattended.

0 Automatic operation programmable by software.

0 Local control for start-up or troubleshooting.

* Linked to remote operator for monitoring or control.

0 Operational data is stored, processed and displayed.

* Microprocessor based state-of-the-art technology.

* Expandable if battery plant enlarged.

0 Low cost.

* Local battery module controllers reduce complexity.

* Design minimizes interface wiring.

All parameters to be instrumented for monitoring plant operation were found to also
be input requirements for the master site controller. The conceptual design thus
incorporated all the instrumentation functions such as data storage, display, and
processing into the master site controller functions.

The auxiliary power system design utilized off-the-shelf standard hardware and
straightforward conventional utility design 'practices. The battery's simultaneous
power requirement for heaters, blowers and equilization chargers is the major
factor in the 2.0 MVA rating of the auxiliary power system.

A prelimary cost estimate was prepared for the electrical balance of plant defined
by the conceptual design. It does not include the battery and its direct peri-
pherals such as the battery equalization networks. All equipment, except the
converter, was costed using 1979 catalog prices or vendor part quotations plus
estimates for assembly of custom items and are FOB factory estimates. The UTC
converter cost is FOB factory also and was derived from other UTC studies. The
total estimated cost is $1,941,283 and Table 2 shows the subsystem cost break-
down. The cost estimate is for a system utilizing dc breakers for dc protection.
Utilization of fuses or current limiting protectors for dc protection will reduce the
cost.
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COST SUMMARY

Cost in
Equipment 1979 Dollars

EBulk Power Equipment

Converter (Two 10 MW
Modules)

ac/dc Interconnect
equipment

Master Site Controller

I nstrumentation

Auxiliary Power System

Total

1,781,727

1,331,400

450,327

26,860

19,912

85,784

1,941,283

The study also revealed the need for derivation of an accurate battery equivalent
circuit model, not only for defining fault protection requirements, but also as a
tool for any dynamic system interaction studies. The model derivation should
combine hardware testing and analytical techniques, The method utilized by UTC
for fuel cell modeling was presented to ANL and assistance in that area is sug-
gested for follow-on work.

The study derived a conceptual design for the electrical balance of plant that is
compatible with the established battery requirements and characteristics. -The
design does not complicate the battery or plac2 restrictions or limitations on its
operational capabilities. Utilization of state of the art technology along with pre-
dictable advanced converter technology provides a baseline system design for the
electrical balance of plant that insures its availability will be commensurate with
that of the battery.
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

CONTRACT OVERVIEW

The conceptual design study of the electrical system and associated equipment for
an advanced battery energy storage system was carried out under Contract No.
31-109-38-4308 between Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) and United Tech-
nologies Corporation (UTC) during the period from June 12, 1978 to March 14,
1979. The primary objective was to provide an electrical balan-e of plant con-
ceptual design for a lithium/metal sulfide advanced battery energy storage system.
The design study incorporated all the electrical requirements and equipment
associated with and required for the plant electrical subsystems shown in Figure
1-1 to function as an energy storage facility It did not include items considered to
be plant housekeeping. ANL provided the necessary information regarding the
battery system and its requirements, which were factored into the applicable
equipment designs.

MASTER SITE CONTROLLER SUBSYSTEM

SITE
CONTROLLER

LOCAL P

MODULE
CONTROLLERS

APOWER'/ STA INTERCONNECTING -> CONVERTER INTERCONNECTING LN
SUBSYSTEM EQUIPMENT EQUIPMENT

BULK POWER EQUIPMENT SUBSSTEM

ELECTRICAL PLANT
INSTRUMENTATION

SUBSYSTEM

Figure 1-1. Major Plant Electrical Subsystems

Secondary objectives were to develop a common understanding of the requirements
of the battery and converter system, to dckerii;,.e any possible impact of the
converter on the battery design and to identify sy;:tem areas needing design
consideration during the battery development period. Another objective associated
with defining a system for the BEST Facility was replaced with increased effort in
the primary design study. In addition, the preliminary cost estimate provided
knowledge of the equipment that adds significantly to the plant cost.
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STUDY APPROACH

The conceptuai design objective was accomplished by a straightforward approach
based on first establishing a technical understanding of the basic system element
(the battery), then formulating the technical guidelines under which the investi-
gation of the electrical balance of plant equipment would be performed, and
finally, a procedural design effort that specified the equipment and provided
system compatability without complicating the basic system element.

The study utilized past experience and technical expertise derived from develop-
ment efforts in fuel cells and converters for fuel cells and batteries. The similari-
ties between battery and fuel cell system requirements and philosophies provided a
technical base from which this study benefited, not only in approach but also in
contributing personnel.

CONTRACT STRUCTURE

The contract was divided into two technical tasks and one program administration
task as described below.

Task 1 - Technical Assistance on Electrical Design Aspects of the Common
Module Concept

This task provided consultation and technical assistance relative to the development
of a common module concept including the technical requirements, design aspects,
and the significance of the converter to the battery design. It was divided into
nine subtasks:

0 Subtask 1 - Converter dc Bulk Power Operating Range

0 Subtask 1.2 - Base Converter Power Rating and Modular Makeup

0 Subtask 1.3 - Ac Utility !nterface Voltage Level

9 Subtask 1.5 - Advice Concerning Battery Fault Characteristics and
Equivalent Circuits

0 Subtask 1.6 - Equalizing Charge Unit Interface

0 Subtask 1.7 - Battery Control or Protective Functions that Interface
the Site Controller

0 Subtask 1.8 - Advice Concerning Instrumentation Philosophy

0 Subtask 1.9 - Physical Location of Major Electrical System Elements
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Task 2 - Electrical Balance of Plant Conceptual Design

This task prepared the conceptual design of the electrical balance of plant and
utilized the technical guidelines established in Task 1. It was divided into six
subtasks:

* Subtask 2.1 - Bulk Power Equipments

* Subtask 2.2 - Mster Site Controller - Conceptual Interfaces for Control
and Protection

9 Subtask 2.3 - Auxiliary Power for Operation of the Equipment in the
Electrical Balance of Plant

0 Subtask 2.4 - Electrical Plant Instrumentation

0 Subtask 2.5 - Equipment Cost Estimate

* Subtask 2.6 - Additional Definition of the Master Site Controller,
Equalization Networks and Instrumentation Interfaces

Task 3 - Program Administration

This task included all internal, company-related management functions required to
accomplish program efforts within schedule and budget constraints. Coordination
with the ANL program administration and program reporting efforts are also in-
cluded in this task.

PROGRAM STATUS

All technical work on the above described tasks was completed and the results are
as presented within this report. Also included in this report are recommendations
for follow-on work and a financial summary, which are contract requirements.
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SECTION 2

BATTERY AND CONVERTER FEATURES

BATTERY FEATURES

Technical discussions were held with ANL and Rockwell International Energy Systems
Group (RIESG) at the onset of the contract to provide a description of the battery
for which the conceptual electrical balance of plant design would be performed.
The discussions defined the battery to UTC as briefly described below.

The battery consists of two banks of six modules each as shown in Figure 2-1.
Two sets of three modules in parallel are connected in series to form a bank. The
common series connection helps maintain equal cell voltage distribution by pro-
viding circulating current paths. Each module consists of 864 cell ensembles in
series as shown in Figure 2-2.

Two cell designs were under investigation, both of which reached end of discharge
at 1 .0 volt. However, end of charge was reached at 1.5 volts for one design and
1.8 volts for the other.

4
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Figure 2-1. Battery Bank Organization
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Figure 2-2. Battery Module Organization

The battery was rated at 100 MWhr and utilized a nominal five-hour discharge
cycle and a seven hour charge cycle. The system was thus power rated at a
nominal 20 megawatts. The voltage-current vs time curves for the cell perform-
ance showed no unusual discontinuities and there were no known special require-
ments or operating phenomena that occurred during transition from charge to
discharge or vice-versa. The bulk power cycles were defined as primarily con-
stant power, with a taper to 20% power near the end of bulk charge. Other
modes, such as constant current, were to be allowed for in the control designs.

The expected ten-year battery life was characterized by a predicted overall reduc-
tion in bus voltage of 10% which would require a 20% reduction in operating bulk
power. Those reductions were the result of cell shorting and aging.

Each of the individual battery cell ensembles required an equalization charge to be
applied for a specific amount of time on a weekly basis. During equalization each
cell was to be charged at eleven amperes until it reached a predetermined voltage
level and the charger current was then shunted around the cell. The battery also
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required a sustaining charge of one ampere for any period when either the bulk
power or equalization modes were not in effect.

The conceptual design study was specifically performed for the above defined
battery. However, the technology and concepts involved mn the design are appli-
cable to any battery energy storage system. Design modifications r operational
programming changes required for other batteries would, in most cases, be mini-
mal.

CONVERTER FEATURES

UTC's progress in the development of advanced self-commutated converters for fuel
cells and battery energy storage systems had already defined the technology
necessary to fulfill the requirements for the 100 MWh lithiuri/metal sulfide battery
energy storage plant. The converter design contain. operating features that are
particularly advantageous for a battery application i t include:

0 Four quadrant operation providing leading ard lagging var control for
both bulk charge and discharge modes

0 Advanced commutation circuitry to handle wide dc input ranges

* Smooth and rapid transition from charge to discharge and vice-versa
with no polarity reversal

0 Independent operation as var generator for periods when the battery is
not available or system is not in a bulk power mode

0 Abi!ity to provide trickle charge down to 5% of current rating with no
discontinuity in the current waveform

Development efforts and operation with a 1 MW pilot fuel cell power plant have
demonstrated other operating features for the self-commutated converter design
that include:

* Generation of utility quality power with no single voltage harmonic ex-
ceeding 1% of the fundamental

* Ability to ride through most utility line pertubations due to switching
transients or lightning

0 Contribution to line faults limited to 110% of rated current on an rms
basis with subcycle converter turnoff

0 Real and reactive power control similar to a conventional generator

0 Ability to transition through full real or reactive power ranges in less
than 500 milliseconds (ms)
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0 Rapid response capability that provides inherent line regulation ability

* Operation fully automatic with a coordinated protection system

0 Down time for component replacements less than eight hours

Discussions with ANL and RIESG explaining those features and the overall convert-
er requirement for the lithium/metal sulfide battery plant revealed no major battery/
converter system interface problems. The converter design meets the battery's
power conditioning requirements without complicating it or imposing limitations or
constraints upon its utilization. The voltage/current/power ranges are compatible
as are the operational characteristics in the bulk power modes.

UTC is continuing its development of self-commutated converters for battery energy
storage systems through programs with DOE and EPRI. Those efforts are closely
coordinated with the development of candidate batteries to provide for the evolu-
tion of optimized battery energy storage systems.
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SECTION 3

TASK 1 - TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE ON ELECTRICAL DESIGN ASPECTS
OF THE COMMON MODULE CONCEPT

Through discussions with ANL and Rockwell International Energy System Group
(RIESG), a common technical design base was established. Design concepts, con-
sultation and technical assistance were provided in the nine subtask areas plus
other areas that became significant during the technical exchanges.

SUBTASK 1.1 - THE DC VOLTAGE RANGE OVER WHICH THE CONVERTER MUST
OPERATE FOR BOTH BULK CHARGE AND DISCHARGE MODES

A parametric computer study to determine the converter relative cost and effi-
ciency as a function of the minimum dc input voltage (end of discharge) and the
ratio of the end of charge (EOC) to end of discharge (EOD) voltages was per-
fomed. Eight cases were investigated within t.he following constraints derived from
considerations of the battery cell stacking and its modular makeup and the charac-
Leristics of the converter.

0 Minimum end of discharge voltage of 1350 Vdc
* Maximum end of charge voltage of 3600 Vdc
0 EOC/EOD ratios of 1.5, 1.65 and 1.8

The relative cost and efficiency study was based on UTC's self-commutated in-
verters being developed for fuel cells and batteries. The converter design condi-
Lions are for an advanced technology system and include utilization of 77 millimeter
thyristors and an advanced wide range commutation circuit along with a utility
interface voltage level of a nominal 13.8 kVac for a 10 MW optimized converter.
The converter cost was for a pailetized, weatherproof, truck-transportable unit
inclusive of all bulk power components, switchgear, logic, controls, diagnostics
and output transformer. A UTC-developed computer program was utilized and an
actual converter design was formulated for each of the eight cases, from which the
relative cost and efficiency were calculated.

The study results given in Figures 3-1 and 3-2 showed that relative cost differ-
ences are primarily a function of EOC/EOD ratio while efficiency 's somewhat
affected by both EOC/EOD ratio and minimum input voltage. The relative cost
increases by about 4% as the EOC/EOD ratio increases from 1.5 to 1.8 while the
largest cost aifference for a change in the minimum dc input voltage level (EOC/
EOD ratio held constant) is about 0.5%. The relative efficiency is more complex as
EOD and EOC efficiencies at full load are considered. The study found that with
the EOC/EOD ratio fixed, the efficiency decreased with decreasing minimum input
voltage for both EOD and EOC full load conditions. The effect of increasing the
EOC/EOD ratio does not significantly impact the EOD efficiency while the EOC
efficiency decreases about 0.4%. The baseline efficiency (0.0) in the table is
96.0%. Figure 3-3 shows that the converter relative cost in $/kW decreases with
increasing power rating for the specific design conditions given and a 14 MW
converter is about 15-20% less in $/kW than a 10 MW unit. This result is derived
from an optimum power rating approach to the basic parametric study and requires
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utilization of ihe components to their full voltage/ current capability. These
results cannot be directly extrapolated to operating ranges beyond those studied
as the basic design technologies impart specific boundaries outside of which the
designs are invalid.

The study provided data that can be utilized for future system cost trade-off
studies in three related battery design areas. The cost and efficiency relation-
ships to the cell EOC/EOD ratio can be factored into the selection of the optimum
system cell design. The effect of differences in the minimum dc input voltage is
significant to the cell stacking design; i.e. the series/parallel structuring which
defines the voltage operating range. A potential savings in the $/kW converter
cost is a factor that impacts the optimum base power rating for the plant.

In regards to this conceptual design study, a dc input voltage operating range of
1640 (EOD) to 2960 (EOC) volts was selected. That range includes both of the
cell designs that were under investigation and the battery cell/module configuration
described in Section 2 which resulted in six strings of 1728 series connected cell
ensembles connected in parallel. For the two cell designs being considered, the
operating ranges were 1728 to 2764 volts and 1728 to 3110 volts. The latter was
selected as it includes the former, and it was then reduced 5% to compensate for
the battery aging/cell shoting and the equalization requirements where the con-
verter is not utilized to bring the cells to the full EOC voltage.

1.03- INPUT DC VOLTAGE RATIO
EOC/EOD

Q 1.5TOl1

1.02 -l1.65 TO1

10 1.8 TO 1
I-

o 1.01-

1.00

CONDITIONS:
0.99 -* 77mm THYRISTORS

* ADVANCED COMMUTATION CKT

0.98_
1500 1700 1900 2100 2300 2500

MINIMUM DC VOLTAGE

Figure 3.1. Relative Cost vs Minimum dc Voltage - 10-mw Converter
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SUBTASK 1.2 - THE BASE CONVERTER POWER RATING AND MODULAR MAKEUP
OF THE CONVERTER(S)

The baseline battery plant rating of 100 MWhr, combined with nominal five-hour
discharge and seven-hour charge cycles, defined a converter power requirement of
20 MW. The converter design conditions allowed selection of two 10 MW converter
modules which, when combined with the arrangement of the battery modules into
two banks, provided the most flexible system. Figure 3-4 shows the converter/
battery modular arrangement and describes the operational flexibility and avail-
ability derived from a two module system incorporating a battery bank sectionaliz-
ing switch. A detailed description of each converter is given in Section 4 under
subtask 2.1.

CONVERTER MODULE 110MW

- DC 3'__AC

BATTERY PROTECTION THREE 3. LOW VOLTAGE 3' OUTPUT 3 ISOLATOR

BANK 1 DEVICE AND 3 1 MAGNETICS TRANSFORMER
- ISOL ATOR BRIDGE S

BATTERY BANK A Q3 38k

SECTIONAL7ERL

BREAKER ISOLATOR

CONV E RT ER MODUL E 2 110-MW 3

BATTEY -- DC
BAANKRY PROTECTION THREE 3- LOW VOL TAGE 3- TPU

DEVICE AND a. , MAGNETICS 3, TRANSFORMER AC

ISOL ATOR BRIDGE S ----- ISOL ATOR

BATTERY BANK SECTIONALIZER:
* ALLOWS CONVERTER MODULES TO OPERATE FROM A COMMON BUS OR FROM INDIVIDUAL BATTERY BANKS
* PROVIDES CAPABILITY TO CHARGE OR DISCHARGE BATTERY BANKS AT DIFFERENT POWER LEVELS
* PROVIDES ABILITY TO OPERATE WITH EACH BATTERY BANKCONVERTER MODULE ON DIFFERENT CYCLE SCHEDULES
* PROVIDES MAXIMUM BATTERY/CONVERTER FLEXIBILITY AND ENHANCES PARTIAL POWEH OPERATION 46 4

Figure 3-4. Block Diagram of Converter Modular Arrangement

SUBTASK 1.3 - THE VOLTAGE LEVEL FOR THE AC UTILITY NETWORK

The converter design conditions in Subtask 1.1 specified an ac utility network
interface voltage of a nominal 13.8 kVac, and that level was selected for this
study. The converter can be interfaced at other voltage levels up to 69 kVac,
but some penalty is incurred in the output transformer cost and efficiency as the
interface level increases. The maximum voltage the converter bridges can generate
is fixed by the dc input; thus, interfacing the utility at higher voltages requires
an output transformer with higher turns ratios, which impacts optimizing the
design. The next standard voltage above 69 kV results in a turns ratio, efficiency
and leakage reactance that are prohibitive. The 13.8 kVac level is nominal and
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the transformer design includes two 5% taps to compensate the differences in line
levels at different plant locations and the 10% predicted battery voltage reduction
over its ten year lifetime.

SUBTASK 1.4 - ADVICE CONCERNING DESIRED SECTIONALIZING OF THE BATTERY
FOR MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS

Figure 2-1 shows the battery electrical arrangement consisting of two banks of six
modules. The banks are capable of being paralleled by a sectionalizing switch.
Isolating a module for maintenance requires consideraticais of grounding, personnel
safety and partial system operation.

Figure 3-5 is a block diagram depicting the arrangement providing the most flexi-
bility for isolating modules and selecting modules for partial load operation. It
also shows two possible module grounding configurations and locations for battery
fault-protection devices.

BATTERY RAP.I 1 + BATTERY BANK 2

BATTERY BANK

MODULE MODULE MODULE SECTIONALIZER MODULE MODULE MODULE

-- 2ERTER [CTFV R3

1R17R1

- DC PROTECTION -

AND ISOLATORS

MODULE MODULE MODULE MODULE MODULE MODULE

4 56 LAITERY BANK 10112
SECTIONALIZER ML

FAULT CLEARING DEVICE AND ISOLATOR - 2 PER MODULE

(D FAULT CLEARING DEVIC AND ISOLATOR - 2 PER BANK

@ FAULT CURRENT LIMITING GROUNDING
FAULT CURRENT LIMITING AND CIRCULATING GROUNDING OPTIONS

CURRENT LIMITING GROUNDING

0GROUNDCURRENTDETECTOT 4G 5

Figure 3-5. Block Diagram of Battery Sectionalizing and Grounding Concepts.

Center grounding of the modules connected in series is desirable to reduce voltage
stresses during normal plant operation. The utilization of a fused ground con-
nection provid&:, the ability to continue operation with a single fault to ground
where the ground fuse would open and the system would be ground referenced at
the fault location. The converter is designed to operate ungrounded or with the
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ground at any point in the battery, and the battery would require the same capabi-
lity. The resistor paralleling the fuse provides a ground reference for situations
where a fault causes the ground fuse to open and the fault also clears itself. The
ground current detector is utilized to monitor ground current levels and anticipate
problems characterized by a current increase, such as the slow development of
insulation tracking. Two configurations of resistors in series with the fuse are
shown. They both provide fault current limiting , and one also limits module
circulating currents.

Personnel safety requires that the isolation of the module be visible and under the
control of the individual(s) who must perform the maintenance. Switchgear with
switchblade viewing ports should be utilized along with a lockout or truck system
that is controlled by the maintenance personnel. A battery cannot be de-energized
by simply turning off the fuel (as in fueled generators) and grounding it at both
ends; therefore, a procedure must be evolved to insure the safety of personnel
who must service it. For the lithium/metal sulfide battery, a cool-down of the
battery will "freeze" it and effectively de-energize it, but a grounding procedure
must still be implemented.

Any module undergoing maintenance requires an isolating switch between it and its
connection to either the positive or negative main bus. Isolating switches are also
required between each module and the common center point for three reasons:

* Complete isolation is required for safety reasons to prevent any possibi-
lity of a module being serviced becoming energized due to a connection
to the active system.

0 Maintenance work on a module can in no way jeopardize the integrity of
the rest of the system which safety grounding could create.

* Startup of a newly inserted module may require isolated functions such
as equalization charging prior to system use.

The necessity of isolating a module for maintenance or replacement also requires
isolating another module in the opposite series set. Operation of the system with
two paralleled modules in series with three in parallel would result in grossly
unequal discharge and charge rates which would prevent proper cell equalization.
Complete isolation of the other module allows it to undergo equalization or sustain-
ing charge with no risk to the active system.

Fault protection devices are also required at each module terminal. Protection at
the main bus connections only are not adequate due to the solid center connection
and the possibility of multiple modules faulting to ground. Removal of the common
center connection would alleviate the requirement for the associated twelve fault
protecting devices, but would require each string of two seriesed modules to be
individually connected to ground through a fused connection. However, it would
remove any ability to be selective in which module to remove from service due to
another one's undergoing maintenance and would reduce the battery's ability to
maintain cell equalization due to circulating currents.
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Figure 3-5 also shows the location of the main bus fault protection devices, isolat-
ing switches for each converter module, and the battery bank sectionalizer.

SUBTASK 1.5 - ADVICE CONCERNING BATTERY FAULT CHARACTERISTICS AND
EQUIVALENT CIRCUITS

This task was accomplished through discussions outlining UTC's experience in
deriving fuel cell equivalent circuits and transient characteristics which utilized
analytical techniques combined with hardware tests of actual cells and multiple cell
stacks. This advice was a result of years of effort by UTC to develop proven
fuel cell models, and the approach and techniques are directly applicable to batteries.

Derivation of an accurate equivalent circuit model is very important to battery
development efforts. It provides a tool to utilize for analytical solutions in diffi-
cult technical areas, such as battery response to transient load situations, overall
system stability, and utility line interaction and battery fault protEction require-
ments. Those areas are difficult ones to assess by hardware testing as they
include system interfaces that are not conducive to controlled testing (utility line)
and require testing that is subject to destructive results (fault testing). A prop-
erly constructed equivalent circuit model derived from analytical techniques com-
bined with subscale hardware tests provides the ability to design in safeguards
prior to full-scale hardware commitment.

Discussions with ANL determined tiat significant effort is still needed before a
complete model of the lithium/metal sulfide battery will be available. The resis-
tance equivalent has been studied, but the overall RLC combination which governs
transient and fault characteristics has not been fully defined. In lieu of that
definition, a selection of dc fault-protection equipment is not appropriate at this
stage of the system design.

SUBTASK 1.6 - INTERFACING WITH THE EQUALIZING CHARGE UNIT

Discussions with ANL established the following system requirements for the battery
equalization charging:

* Ear< of the twelve battery modules will be serviced by a separate 11-
ampere constant-current charger, and each module's 864 cell ensembles
will be charged in series

0 Equalization will take place on a schedule which provides a specified
number of hours under charge per week

* Modules will be equalized following bulk charge and will be electrically
isolated from one another during equalization

0 When each cell ensemble reaches the specified equalization voltage level,
the charging current will be shunted around that ensemble by shunt
module circuits
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* When equalization charge of a module is complete, a one-ampere sustaining
charge will be applied to compensate for cell self-discharge until the
module is placed in the bulk discharge mode.

The shunt module circuits to provide the equalization charge had been designed by
ANL as shown in Figure 3-6. The system interface requirements consisted of the
charging power itself and control/protection of the equalization mode. Table 3-1
describes the technical guidelines established for those interfaces. In addition,
the necessity for data logging to acquire historical cell performance accounting was
established as a requirement to be included in the design of the plant instrumen-
tation and master site controller subsystems.
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TABLE 3-1. EQUALIZING CHARGE CONCEPTUAL INTERFACE

SUBTASK 1 .7 - ANY REQUIRED CONTROL OR PROTECTIVE FUNCTIONS FOR
THE BATTERY MODULE THAT WILL INTERFACE WITH THE SITE
CONTROLLER

The lithium/metal sulfide battery, like most batteries, does not require a very
complex control/protection scheme, such as that required for actively fueled power
generators. The basic types of operating parameters required for control/protec-
tion functions that must be interfaced to the site controller are:

.
.
.

All individual cell ensemble voltages and total bus voltage
Individual module currents
Total battery bank current - both polarities
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INTERFACE BASIC FUNCTION SYSTEM INTERFACE

CHARGING POWER
PLANT AUXILIARY POWER TO EACH

" AC INPUT POWER PROVIDES POWER TO CHARGERS OF 12 EQUALIZER CHARGERS

" DC CONSTANT EQUAL- PROVIDES CONSTANT CURRENT 12 EQUALIZING CHARGERS TO
IZATION CURRENT FOR EQUALIZING EACH MODULE EQUALIZATION NETWORKS

" DC CONSTANT SUSTAIN- PROVIDES CONSTANT CURRENT SAME 12 CHARGERS TO EQUALIZATION
ING CURRENT TO COMPENSATE SELF DISCHARGE NETWORKS (REDUCED CURRENT

REGULATION)

EQUALIZATION PROVIDES FOR CHARGING CUR- EQUALIZATION NETWORKS TO EACH

NETWORKS RENT TO GO THROUGH EACH CELL ENSEMBLE
CELL OR BE HUNTED AROUND
EQUALIZED CELLS

CONTROL/PROTECTION

CELL ENSEMBLES PROVIDES VOLTAGE SENSING CELL ENSEMBLES TO EQUALIZATION
FOR EACH CELL ENSEMBLE TO NETWORKS TO DC CHARGERS, SITE
DETERMINE WHEN TO END BULK CONTROLLER AND DATA STORAGE
CHARGE, WHEN TO SHUNT EQUAL- AND REDUCTION
IZING. CURRENT AND WHEN TO
END EQUALIZING CHARGE AND
BEGIN SUSTAINING CHARGE

CHARGER CURRENT PROVIDES MONITOR THAT EQUAL- DC CHARGER TO SITE CONTROLLER AND
IZING OR SUSTAINING CURRENT DATA STORAGE
IS AT PROPER MAGNITUDE AND
PROVIDES MEANS OF DETERMIN-
ING TIME ON CHARGE

* SWITCHGEAR STATUS PROVIDES MONITOR THAT SWITCH- MODULE SWITCHGEAR, CONVERTER
GEAR IS IN CORRECT POSITION SWITCHGEAR AND CHARGERS SWITCH-
FOR EQUALIZING CHARGE TO GEAR TO SITE CONTROLLER
BEGIN



* Ground fuse current and fuse status
0 Isolation switchgear and dc protection device controls and status
0 Equalization charger controls and status
0 Control and status of battery module thermal management systems

Only two of those types, the thermal management systems and the cell ensemble
voltages involve any degree of complexity, and only the cell ensemble voltages
significantly complicate the site controller.

Each of the battery's twelve modules require thermal management to maintain the
proper ambient temperature. Each module contains ts own heaters and blowers,
thermal sensors, and thermal management controllers; thus, the site controller only
requires two interfaces:

0 On/off control of the twelve thermal management systems
0 Warninq of a module being out of thermal limits

Th: need to monitor all of the individual cell ensemble voltages presents an inter-
face requirement of significant complexity. The twelve battery modules contain 864
cell ensembles each, which amounts to 10,368 for the total plant. The cell ensemble
data is required to properly determine critical operating criteria such as when to
end bulk charge or discharge or when to transistion from equalization charge to
sustaining charge. It also provides information on cell aging, number of cells
shorted and historically weak cells that are affecting charge/discharge maximum
capability. In Section 4, subtasks 2.2 and 2.6 describe the design concept to
measure and record all these cell voltages.

SUBTASK 1.8 - ADVICE CONCERNING INSTRUMENTATION PHILOSOPHY

Parameters that are instrumented in a mature battery plant that operates unattended
with automatic control and a remote operator interface should consist of only those
which are essential for control, protection and monitoring. In discussions with
ANL, examples of the types of instrumentation employed on UTC development fuel
cell systems were presented to assist in establishing a philosophy which differ-
entiates between experimental hardware measurement systems and those for mature
developed hardware. The following guidelines were thus established to govern the
design efforts for the electrical instrumentation for the battery plant:

0 Only that instrumentation required to provide necessary plant operational
data will be used to minimize cost and complexity.

0 The lowest accuracy class of instrumentation that is adequate for the
required data will be utilized to lower instrument and sensor costs.

* Physical location of the instrumentation will be as close to the sensing
interface as possible to reduce wiring and installation costs.

0 The insulation and isolation of the sensors and signal wiring will be
sufficient to prevent the instrumentation system from becoming a reli-
ability factor.
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* Multiplexing or signal scan techniques will be used wherever possible to
reduce wiring and costs.

0 Automatic data recording, processing and display will be utilized to
service the remote operator.

SUBTASK 1.9 - PHYSICAL LOCATION OF MAJOR ELECTRICAL SYSTEM ELEMENTS

The plant physical layout should follow the general guidelines of minimizing the
area required and maintaining a low profile, esthetically pleasing structure.
However, the minimum volume approach must take into account requirements for
positioning the major pieces of electrical equipment which include:

0 Adequate spacing for personnel access for maintenance and trouble-
shooting and removal of failed equipment

* Adequate clearances for safety considerations

0 Logical positioning to simplify End reduce length of wiring interconnec-
tions

* Easy access to equipment constituting the manned interface

* Compliance with OSHA or other applicable regulations.

Figure 3-7 depicts the plant physical layout as defined by ANL and RIESG, and it
provides a well organized and compact arrangement. However, the center area for
the converter and the ac/dc switchgear is not adequately sized, and the location of
the areas for the master site controller and the auxiliary power system are not
identified. Figure 3-8 depicts an alternate layout suggested by UTC that reduces
the ac/dc power cabling complexity, maintains ac/dc component grouping and
centrally locates the auxiliary power system and the master site controller.

For this conceptual design study, it was decided to utilize the arrangement in
Figure 3-7 with the dimensions to be adjusted to accommodate the two 10 MW con-
verter modules. The converter requires no special consideration in regard to
where it is located relative to the other plant equipment other than a five-foot
access corridor around each pallet.
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TASK 1 SUMMATION

The processes of participating in technical interchanges, of performing preliminary
design studies and of providing technical advice accomplished the Task 1 objectives
and resulted in:

0 Developing a common understanding of the battery and converter system
operating requirements

* Establishing the technical guidelines under which the conceptual design
of the electrical balance of plant would be performed

* Determining that the converter is compatible with the battery and does
not impose added complexity to its design or significantly impact the
selection of the two candidate cell EOC/EOD ratios

0 Identifying the dc protection and the master site controller/equalization
network interface as the major areas of design difficulty
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SECTION 4

TASK 2 - ELECTRICAL BALANCE OF PLANT CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

The technical guidelines and requirements established in Task 1 formed the basis
for the electrical plant conceptual design study which was carried out within six
subtasks. Five of the subtasks provided the design of the four major electrical
subsystems shown in Figure 1-1, and the sixth provided the cost estimate for the
equipment defined in the four subsystems. The subsystem designs are shown in
the one-line diagrams in Appendix A which depict the equipment and how it is
interconnected. The supporting technical explanations are given in this section,
along with other explanatory diagrams, figures and tables.

The original contract statement of work included a third task which provided
inputs to the BEST Module preliminary design. That task was replaced with
subtask 2.6 which provided additional effort in defining the interfacing between
the master site controller, the equalization networks, and the plant electrical
instrumentation. In this report, the subtask 2.6 work is included in the subtask
2.2 section on the master site controller design.

SUBTASK 2.1 - BULK POWER EQUIPMENT

This subtask described the bulk power equipment subsystem of the electrical plant
conceptual design and the work included:

0 A description of the major converter elements, conceptual control modes
for bulk charge and discharge, and a description of the converter inter-
nal protective functions.

* A description of the dc power cabling/bus work from the battery module
to the converter including protection and isolating equipment for the
power circuit.

a A definition of the ac line interface including power cabling/bus work,
switchgear and line-matching transformer.

0 The conceptual layout of grounding and lightning protection for ac and
dc power components.

0 A one-line diagram

The results as presented in Figure 4A, The Bulk Power Equipment One-Line Dia-
gram, are explained and described in five subsections:

Subsection I - Major Converter Equipment
Subsection II - DC Interconnecting Equipment
Subsection II! - AC Interconnecting Equipment

Subsection IV - Converter Internal Protective Functions
Subsection V - Conceptual Control Modes
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* Subsection I - Major Converter Equipment

Introduction - The converter subsystem converts energy stored in the battery as
dc into ac power for utility use. It also converts utility ac power into dc power
for charging the battery system. The major components of each of the two 10 MW
converters are listed in Table 4-1.

TABLE 4-1 - MAJOR COMPONENTS OF THE CONVERTER

Component - 10 MW Converter

Three 3-Phase Converter Bridges
Converter Logic and Controls
3 Series Reactor Assmeblies
Harmonic Cancellation Magnetics
AC Isolating Switch

*Output Transformer
**AC Breaker

*One located adjacent to each 10 MW Converter Pallet assembly.
**One breaker adjacent to the pallets serves both 10 MW converters

The 10-MW converter components are factory assembled within a weatherproof
enclosure that is configured as two truck-transportable pallets. These pallets are
shipped individually and connected together' at the site. The assembled converter
shown in Figure 4-1 has provisions for heating, cooling, and ventilation. Arrange-
ment of the converter system equipment is shown in Figure 4-2.

Each 10 MW converter consists of three 3-phase bridges connected in parallel to
the dc bus, providing an 18 pulse converter. The bridges are operated with a
twenty degree phase displacement to permit cancellation of output voltage har-
monics up to the 17th in harmonic reduction transformers. Series reactors are
inserted between the bridge output and the harmonic cancelling transformers to
provide an inductive impedance to the utility line for control purposes and for
buffering the bridge from line transients. An output transformer steps up to the
voltage level of the utility line. Appropriate ac and dc switchgear and fuses are
provided for operational and protective purposes. A converter control system
provides the logic and protection functions to operate each module.
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Converter Bridges - Each i >7, converter contains th:ee 3-phase converter bridges,
a development model of which is shown in Figure .4-3. T he basic building block of
a converter bridge is the powerpole. This is the electronic equivalent of a single-
pole, double-throw switch that accomplishes the inversion from dc to ar during
discharge, or rectification of ac to dc during charge. Three powerpoles are

required per three-phase bridge, for a total of 9 poles per 10 MW converter.

(FC 11244)

Figure 4-3. Converter Bridge

Each power pole has a current-limiting fuse in its positive dc bus connection to
protect the power semiconductor and other components from the effects of over-
current. This fuse has an electrical trip indicator linked to the converter controls
to effect a shutdown if the fuse should clear. Visual indication is also provided as
an aid to troubleshooting. The dc buswork also connects to a bank of input filter
capacitors, which are individually fused. These capacitors control ripple on the
dc bus, and aid in fuse coordination for protecting the power semiconductors.
Electrical trip indicators on the capacitor fuses provide sensing for the controls to
implement shutdown if a capacitor failure occurs and a fuse clears; visual indi-
cators are supplied to aid in troubleshooting. Bleed-down resistors are provided
on each capacitor to discharge it within 15 minutes of shutdown to ensure personnel
safety.

Upper and lower power switches perform the actual inversion function in the
powerpole. Each power switch is composed of two series-connected 77-mm thyris-
tors, each rated at 3000 volts, 2000 amperes (average). These devices are clamped
between cooler blocks of the heatsinks, which are electrically connected into the
power circuit. The heatsinks are cooled by forced air supplied through fiberglass
ducts from one large fan per powerpole.
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Gate signals to control the thyristor switching pattern are interfaced with the
converter controls through isolation transformers on circuit boards mounted on the
front of the switch assemblies.

Main diodes are inverse-parallel connected, two in series, across the power switches.
They provide a shunt current path for turning off (commutating) the power thy-
ristors at the end of a conduction cycle. They also provide a path for circulating
currents when the converter is supplying or consuming vars; and they carry
charging current when the converter runs in the rectifier mode. These devices
are 53-mm diodes, rated 3000 volts and 1400 amperes (average). They are clamped,
connected, and cooled similar to the power thyristors and are mounted directly
behind them in the pole.

The commutation switch directs the energy stored in the commutation circuit to
turn off the appropriate power switch. One commutation switch with four thyris-
tors is used per pole; two series-connected pairs of devices are connected in an
inverse-parallel arrangement. These thyristorc. are 40-mm devices, rated 1500
volts and 1000 amperes (average). Clamping, cooling, connection, and gate drive
methods are similar to those used in the power switches.

All of the power semiconductor devices are supplied with static voltage sharing
networks composed of resistors. Dynamic sharing circuits (snubbers) are also
used.

Energy required to turn off the conducting power thyristors is stored in the pole's
commutation circuit, which is of the resonant LC type. Low-loss dielectric, high-
voltage, oil-filled, air-cooled commutation capacitors are used. The banks of
capacitors required for each pole are mounted directly behind their respective
power-switch assemblies. Bleed-down resistors remove the charge on the capaci-
tors within 15 minutes of shutdown for personnel safety.

Series Reactors - The converter system requires a paralleling impedance between
the converter bridges and the ac utility line of 0.22 per unit for control purposes
and to provide a buffer against utility line transients. The output transformer
and harmonic cancelling transformers contribute 0.05 and 0.01 per unit, respectively,
to the total of 0.22 per unit. Series reactors are installed at the output of each
converter powerpole to supply the remaining 0.16 pu impedance.

Each series reactor is an air core inductor with foil conductors, rated for 1800
amperes rms and designed for convection cooling at rated power conditions.
Forced air cooling is used for operation above 60% of rated power to further im-
prove the efficiency of the units. The reactors are housed three to a cabinet;
thus, each 10-MW module will have three reactor cabinets.

Harmonic Cancelling Transformers - The converter output voltage waveform contains
only odd order, non-triplen harmonics, since on a three-phase line-to-line basis,
the triplen frequencies (odd multiples of the third harmonic) do not appear.
Therefore, a means of preventing specific odd non-triplen harmonics from appearing
at the converter output is required. The technique employed in the converter
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system is the use of a harmonic reduction transformer assembly, which consists of
two low-kVA, convection-cooled transfor mers. Both transformers are constr'.ated
with standard utility type transformer laminations and foil windings. Each trans-
former is mechanically braced to withstand fault currents from an infinite bus
limited only by the output transformer's impedance.

Like the series reactors, these transformers are designed to be convection cooled,
but forced-air cooling is employed above 60% load to improve system efficiency.
Figure 4-4 shows a typical harmonic spectrum for the converter bridge output
voltage which contains the 5th, 7th, 11th and 13th harmonics. It also shows the
output voltage spectrum at the utility interface, and the first harmonic that is
converter generated is the 17th for the three-bridge system.
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Figure 4-4. Harmonic Voltage Cancellation

Output Transformer - The output transformer is a three-phase, 60-Hertz, pad-
mounted, outdoor power transformer. It is rated 10.0 MVA, 13,800 volts high
side. The transformer has four windings: a wye-connected high-side winding
with manual tap changer and three low-side delta windings. An electrostatic shield
is located between the high-voltage and low-voltage windings. The electrostatic
shield, which is solidly connected to ground, eliminates the capacitive let-through
component of steepfront waveforms caused by lightning and capacitor bank switch-
ing surges.

The output transformer core has an air gap to prevent saturation due to circu-
lating dc current in the low-voltage windings.

The transformer may be a dry type, but would usually be oil-filled where mechani-
cal pressure relief devices are used to protect the main tank. These devices
include ungrounded alarm contacts and alarm flags which are visible from the
ground.
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High Voltage Isolating Switch - In a multi-module installation a no-load isolating
switch will be provided between the high-voltage winding of each transformer and
the converter side of the ac output breaker. When open, this switch will provide
positive ac isolation for the individual modules from the remainder of the system
for personnel and equipment safety. The dc isolating switch provides similar
isolation from the dc bus. The high-voltage isolating switch is a three-phase,
motor-operated switch rated at 15 kW. Provisions are made for padlocking the
isolating switch in an open position.

AC Breaker - An ac circuit breaker is used to provide the tie between the electric
utility system and the converter(s). The circuit breaker is a 15.5 kV oil or dry
type circuit breaker rated at 15.5 kV. It has an interrupting capacity of 500
MVA. Overcurrent sensing for trip control is an internal function of the breaker.
Under normal operating conditions, the open/close function is made by the converter
controls. No-load break isolating switches are provided on both sides of the
breaker to isolate the unit from both the converter bus and the utility bus during
maintenance.

Converter Controls - The converter system controls provide the basic logic func-
tions to operate and protect the converter equipment. The controls respond to
commands from the system site controller and direct the converter hardware to the
operating modes required.

The major operating characteristics of the converter systems controls are as follows:

* Provides automatic start/stop sequence during transitions between stand-
by and load and back for the switchgear and converter bridges.

0 Regulates real and reactive power (watts and vars) flow to dispatch
levels by generating the proper switching pattern for the converter
poles. A feedback cor.rol system adjusts the magnitude and phase of
the fundamental voltage component of the converter pole output neces-
sary to satisfy the power and var demands.

0 Limits system operation for abnormal ac or dc line conditions. A power
and var foldback control function maintains the operational capability of
the system under certain abnormal utility system conditions.

0 Provides system protection for out-of-limit conditions and failures.
Electronic sensing of out-of-limit conditions or equipment failures and
coordination with fusing and breaker protection put the converter system
in either the standby or interrupt state.

Physical Layout Requirements - Each pallet, as shown in Figure 4-1, has a foot-
print approximately 36 feet long and 17 feet wide. An equipment access width of
five feet is required around the entire pallet perimeter. Each output transformer
footprint is approximately 14 feet by 10 feet. The ac breaker/used disconnect
footprint is approximately 6 feet by 10 feet.
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0 Subsection I - DC Interconnecting Equipment

Power Cabling/Bus Bar Design Considerations - Discussions with ANL determined
that the battery does not appear to constitute what would be classified as a hazardous
location due to the presence of combustible flows or vapors. The classification
status is significant as a hazardous rating adds considerable complexity to the
wiring interfaces per NEC Articles 500 and 501. This study assumes the battery
is not a hazardous location and the battery power connections are handled accord-
ingly.

The battery is operated in a 4500 C environment which results in the load tabs that
exit the modules being at too high a temperature for immediate connection to stan-
dard copper conductor or to equipment such as the dc protection devices. The
recommended solution is to provide a transitional bus section between the baltery
load tabs and the connection to the dc protection. The transitional section must
be properly sized for the current level of 2000 amps and of a high temperature
material compatable with copper. To minimize the length needed to provide an
adequate temperature drop may require a perforated section with forced air cool-
ing. The equalization network leads suffer the same problem, and in both cases
minimal lead length is important for protection and reliability reasons.

There are three basic choices for the type of power conductor to utilize for inter-
connecting the dc equipment; either uninsulated bus bar, enclosed bus duct or
insulated cable. The uninsulated bus bar works well for sections requiring sharp
bends and many terminations and it can be preformed or fitted on site. Insulated
mounting standoffs and fault bracing considerations must be included in the detailed
design work. Personnel isolation can be done simply with a fence around the area
of exposed bus bar. Enclosed bus duct is bus bar assembled within a metal pro-
tective enclosure and is internally insulated and braced. It is convenient for
long, f-irly straight runs where few terminations are required and is useable in-
doors or out. It is prefabricated to the user's design and assembled in sections
on site. Insulated cable can be utilized for overhead or underground conduit runs
or within enclosures where the necessary bend radii exist. Cable sized for high
currents such as the battery system delivers is very difficult to work with and
usually requires multiple conductors in parallel which complicates routing and
terminating.

Power Cabling/Bus Bar Selection - The selections were made for a physical plant
layout as shown in Figure 4-5 and under the following guidelines:

0 DC protection to be located as close to the battery modules as possible.

0 Area where dc protection is located to be an enclosed area where bare
conductor can be run

* Other areas may not be enclosed and require insulated and protected
conductor

0 All conductor insulation to be rated 5000 volts
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Figure 4-5. Battery Plant Layout

Figure 4-6 shows a front view of the six battery modules that form a bank. The
physical layout shows the areas on the face of each module for the transitional bus
sections, the dc protection devices and isolating switches and the equilization net-
works with their associated shunt modules, chargers, and local module controllers.
The electrical layout depicts the connections to the switchgear/protection and the
formation of the bank series/parallel module makeup and those portions will utilize
uninsulated bus bar. As shown in Figure 4-5, the power conductor sections to
the main bus protection/isolator, the battery bank sectionalizer and the converter
will be enclosed bus duct.

The design concept for the layout in Figure 4-6 is for utilization of unitized bolt-
on assemblies for the dc protection/isolating switch package and the package
containing the equalization equipment. The assemblies will be vendor built and
on-site will require bolting to the module face and being electrically connected.
Figure 4-7 is a detail of one equalization assembly showing that the 864 shunt
modules, the equalization charger and local module controller will fit the allotted
space and still provide ample room to route and terminate the equalization leads.
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Conductor Sizing - Each battery module is rated at 2000 amps and each bank at
6000 amps (3 paralle! sets of two modules in series). Utilizing a conductor sizing
figure of merit of 1000 amps/square inch for copper results in a module require-
ment of a two square inch cross sectional bus bar per module or six square inches
per bank. Estimating an average distance of 50 feet per conductor from each
battery terminal to the converter requires 600 feet of two square inch bus bar.
Adding in about 100 feet for series/parallel and module midpoint common inter-
connections results in about 700 feet of two square inch bus bar per bank, or 1400
feet per plant. At 2000 amps the bus bar loss per foot is 16 watts which is 22.4kW
per plant and equates to about a 0.1% conduction loss for the 20 MW plant.

Protection Equipment - The isolation of each battery module for maintenance, equal-
ization charging and personnel safety and the center grounding of the bank were
described in detail in Section 3, subtask 1.4 and are as shown in Figure 3-5. The
grounding of equipment structures for personnel and equipment safety is required
under the following guidelines:

0 A plant ground grid be designed consistent with NEC Article 250 Regu-
lations which includes consideration of factors such as soil resistivity
and water table depths.

0 All equipment enclosures, structures, frames etc., be properly bonded
and tied to the ground grid.

* The grid and grounding conductors be of sufficient size to carry battery
or utility fault current without creating a hazard to personnel or equip-
ment.

The dc equipment, including the battery and those between the battery and the
converter, are defined as being within enclosed structures that are bonded and
grounded, thus no lighting arrestors are required on the dc power circuits.
Surge protection on the dc bus may be required if the operation of dc protection
devices results in voltage transients that might cause insulation breakdown or
otherwise damage the equipment.

As previously stated, the selection of a specific dc fault protection device is not
appropriate until the battery characteristics are better defined. Figure 4A depicts
where protection is required. The devices that are presently available or far
enough along in development to be considered are fuses, circuit breakers and
current limiting protectors. Fuses are the cheapest device but also offer the least
protection with no way to open them on command. They are difficult to coordinate
with sources having a low ratio of fault to rated current and their ability to pro-
tect for arcing or high impedance faults is not directly predictable.

The conventional dc circuit breaker is the most expensive device, and presently
the availability of high current (>2000 amps) high voltage (>2500 Vdc) units is
quite limited. The advantages are the ability to open on command or per any
desired parc-meter, and there is no need to replace the clearing element. However,
they do require maintenance as a function of frequency of use.
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Development of current limiting protectors for dc applications such as battery
systems is progressing, and those devices potentially offer significant cost savings
over circuit breakers, yet still provide an intelligent protection where interruption
can be a function of any desired parameter. The principle of operation is quite
simple. The main current carrying element is paralleled by a relatively small fuse.
When the main current carrying element is opened, the current is forced through
the fuse, which is coordinated to carry the current until the main element is fully
opened and able to withstand the fuse arc voltage. The main current carrying
element and the fuse have to be replaced after each interruption, and the design
thus incorporates a no-load break isolating switch.

Other Equipment - The remaining dc power equipment shown in Figure 4A consists
primarily of the battery bank sectionalizing switch and the battery module and
converter isolating switches. These are motor operated no-load break switches to
provide isolation as required for system operation and maintenance/troubleshooting.

The opening of the isolation switches is dependent upon two criteria:

* A command be present from the master site controller or the plant opera-
tor.

0 The current as sensed by the transducers be below a specified level.

The other equipment, such as current tranducers and voltage sensors, is described
in the master site controller (2.2) and instrumentation subtasks (2.4) in this
section.

0 Subsection Ill - AC Interconnecting Equipment

Power Cabling Design - All ac power interconnections are pre-installed in the
converter pallet as delivered except the pallet halve splice plates, the two bus
duct sections, the pallet auxiliary cubicle to the ac breaker and the ac breaker/
fused disconnect utility interfaces as shown in Figure 4-8. The converter equip-
ment interconnections from the bridge outputs to the auxiliary cubicle are all
pre-installed as part of the converter pallet package and only the pre-fit splice
plates to cross the pallet shipping split need to be installed on-site, along with the
two pre-assembled and pre-fit bolt-on bus duct sections.

The pallet to ac breaker interconnection is shown as overhead or underground
conduit. However, due to local utility design practice or other reasons, it may be
appropriate to utilize bus duct or even overhead bare conductor. The ac breaker/
fused disconnect utility interface interconnection will be as specified by the user
utility.

All the low voltage power conductors within the converter pallet (bridge outputs to
bus duct #1 interface) are either 5000 volt insultated unshielded cable or enclosed
structured bus bar. Bus duct, due to its enclosed structure, is treated as bare
conductor not requiring shields or stress cone terminations, even for the 13.8 kV
section between the output transformer and the pallet isolating switch. Utilization
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of cable in conduit for connecting the pallet to the ac breaker will require one 500
MCM (450 amp rating) shielded cable/phase with stress cone terminations on both
ends. The utility interface requires two 500 MCM (900 amp rating) cables/phase
or an equivalent per the interface specified by the installing utility.

4
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.1 AT"

The ac power interconnection process is thus quite simple. The two pallet halves
are positioned and mechanically interconnected, and the bolt-on splice plates in-
stalled. The output transformer is positioned to properly align the bus duct
sections, and they are installed in bus duct throats. The short run from the pallet
to the ac breaker/isolating switch is assembled on-site, and the utility interface tie
run per utility specification. The only other utility line power requirement for the
site is the interconne'-tion for the plant auxiliary power subsystem, which is des-
cribed in Subtask 2.3.

AC Protection Equipment - A no-load break, motor-operated, 15kV class, three
phase isolation switch is included in each converter pallet assembly to provide
converter isolation as required for normal operation, maintenance or troubleshooting.
The switch provides a positive isolation from the utility line with viewing ports for
visual confirmation of blade opening and a lockout capability to prevent accidental
closure while personnel are working on the isolated converter. The system fused
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disconnect (optional) provides the same features, but also incorporates fuses as it
may be located remote from the ac breaker. The system requirement in regard to
this fused disconnect is per the installing utility specification. The ac breaker
will include isolating switches for maintenance if required due to the absence of or
location of the system fused disconnect. For this study the utility interface is
shown as an ac breaker and a fused disconnect, and the costing is done accord-
ingly. General switchgear descriptions were given in subsection I of Subtask 2.1.

The output transformer contains several protective features, including construction
and testing to standard utility specifications, an electrostatic shield to reduce the
capacitive let-through component of steepfront voltage pertubations, an air gap to
prevent saturation due to specified allowable generated dc circulating current in
the low voltage windings, mechanical pressure reliefs to protect the main oil tank,
and sudden pressure sensing for internal faults. The transformer is also included
in the magnetics differential current protection zone.

Lightning arrestors are employed in two locations on the 13.8kVac portion of the
power circuit; 100% rated distribution class units are located on the line side of
the ac breaker, and 90% rated station class are mounted on the output transformer.
The low voltage ac power circuitry within the pallet does not require arrestors.

Grounding for the lightning arrestors is shown on Figure 4A. The pallet and its
internal equipments are bonded and will be connected to the plant ground grid at
specific locations. The system ac breaker and fused disconnect will each contain a
ground bus for connecting internal elements, and each bus is tied into the plant
ground grid. Again, grounding conductors are sized to adequately handle the ac
fault current capacity without creating a personnel or component hazard.

The high side neutral of the output transformer is shown ungrounded. In most
cases it will be tied to ground with a small lightning arrestor to prevent system
disturbances from driving the neutral beyond a specific voltage above ground.

The potential and current transformers are described in Subtask 2.4 (Plant Elec-
trical Instrumentation) of this section.

0 Subsection IV - Converter Internal Protective Functions

The preceding three subsections described the bulk power equipment between the
battery terminals and the utility line interface as shown in Figure 4A. The ac and
dc interconnecting equipment protection has also been defined. The converter,
battery not included, constitutes the major element in the bulk power equipment
portion of the plant, and its design incorporates many internal functions to protect
not only it, but the overall bulk power subsystem. The UTC design philosophy
for the converter protection was:

0 Provide immunity to damage or malfunctions occurring as a result of
abnormalities in the ac or dc interconnecting equipment or the battery/
utility line power sources.
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* Prevent internal converter failures from producing secondary failures or
damage to the converter itself or to any other portion of the plant.

* Implement features that prevent operation outside of design limits due to
operator or operating program error.

* Provide an internal protection system that is not dependent upon any
element outside the controllable boundaries, such as the utility line.

The protection as described below has been proven effective by development test-
ing of megawatt-size hardware, abnormal system testing utilizing a 15kVA model
system, and operational experience within UTC's 1 MW pilot power plant operating
in parallel with the utility. Figure 4-9 depicts the protection scheme.
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Figure 4-9. One-Line Protection Diagram

module responds independently to a protective function in one

* Automatic foldback - converter automatically overrides operator or pro-
grammed power command and reduces real or reactive power to com-
pensate for dc bus or ac line abnormalities.
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* Interrupt - ceases conversion process and with ac and dc switchgear
remaining closed, waits for the out-of-limits condition to return to normal,
and then automatically restarts.

a Standby - converter ceases conversion process, the ac and dc switchgear
are opened, and the site controller is informed of the cause. Operator
makes decision on restart or need to repair.

Protective functions that result in a foldback response and a response description
are as follows:

0 Dc input voltage approaching the overvoltage interrupt set point-power
is increased (up to a specified maximum) to maintain dc voltage below
overvoltage set point for discharge mode and decreased for charge mode.

0 Dc input voltage approaching the undervoltage interrupt set point-power
is decreased to maintain dc voltage above undervoltage set point.

0 Utility line voltage greater than 105% of normal and less than 110% of
normal - power is decreased (above 110% of normal, the converter inter-
rupts).

0 Utility line voltage lower than 95% of normal and higher than 80% of
normal - power is decreased (below 80% of normal, the converter inter-
rupts).

0 Utility line voltage unbalance line-to-line is greater than 2% and less
than 5%-power is decreased (greater than 5% unbalance, the converter
interrupts).

Functions resulting in an interrupt condition are:

0 Dc voltage reaches overvoltage set point

& Dc voltage reaches undervoltage set point

0 Utility line voltage greater than 110% of normal

c Utility line voltage less than 80% of normal

6 Utility line voltage unbalance greater than 5% line to line

0 Utility line voltage transient spike of greater than iLwo per unit for more
than 10 psec

* Utility line frequency greater than 61 Hz or less than 57 Hz

0 Bridge )utput current exceeding a specified instantaneous peak level
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Functions resulting in a standby condition are:

0 Blown fuse - fused elements for each bridge are each input filter capaci-
tor, each bypass diode network, each pole's main thyristors, and each
output line. Sensing is either by electronic networks or blown fuse
indicators

* Loss of forced air cooling

0 Loss of redundant logic power supply

* Loss of the uninterruptible power supply to the logic

* Loss of communication in regards to power demand with the master site
controller

0 Loss of synchronization signal from the utility line with the utility line
still present

* A specific combination of converter interrupts vs time

0 Unscheduled actuation of the ac breaker or dc protection device

0 Failure to charge dc input filter capacitors during startup

* Failure of switchgear to function after command

* Actuation of magnetics differential protection

* Actuation of output transformer sudden pressure relay

Other related control/protection operating features are:

0 Prevention of converter start if the commutation capacitors voltage is not
within specific design limits

0 Prevention of remote operator restart for conditions such as blown fuse
via a manual reset requirement

The above described protective functions result in the converter inherently pro-
viding protection to the battery. The harsh environment of the utility line is not
imposed on the battery. It is either absorbed by the converter's impedance or re-
sponse, or totally eliminated by its interrupt or standby functions. In addition,
the stored energy in its input capacitors is sufficient to meet the demands imposed
by internal failures resulting in fuse blowing, thus the battery contribution is to
replenish the expended energy via the buffering impedance of the interconnecting
equipment. In effect the converter not only meets the system's basic requirement
of energy control, it extends the longevity of the primary system element, the
battery.
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0 Subsection V - Conceptual Control Modes

Each 10MW converter module incorporates a self-contained control/protection system
that is governed as required by the master site controller. The basic control
capabilities stand alone within the converter logic design as described below.
Their integration into a battery energy storage is described in Subtask 2.2, the
master site controller portion of this study.

The converter functions in five control states:

* Off state - The converter is shut down for an extended time period, its
controls are deactivated, and the dc and ac isolating switchgear are
locked open.

* Standby state - The normal periods between bulk power operation or
protective action when the controls are active, the dc isolation switch
and ac breaker are open but operational upon command, and the ac isola-
tipn switch is closed.

* Battery load state - Transition through startup is complete, and the
converter is operating in bulk charge or discharge at programmed or
operator-dispatched real and reactive power demand.

0 Interrupt state - A previously defined operating limit has been exceeded,
and the conversion process has stopped with all switchgear remaining
closed until limit return to normal for automatic conversion restart.

0 Var only state - The converter is operating. at dispatched var demand
with the dc isolation switch open. Battery is in equalization or sus-
taining mode or out of service.

The basic control operating characteristics are:

* Responds to master site controller commands

0 Provides automatic start/stop sequencing

0 Regulates the real and reactive power at the dispatched demand level
during bulk charge and discharge

0 Regulates reactive power at the dispatched demand level during var only
operation

* Automatically limits real and reactive power levels for abnormal ac or dc
line conditions

* Provides system protection for out-of-limit conditions and failure
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Figure 4-10 is a converter control block diagram depicting the basic real and
reactive power flow closed loop control scheme.
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The self-commutated converter acts as a voltage source behind an impeJance and
controls real and reactive power flow by adjusting the magnitude and phase of its
output voltage. Figure 4-11 depicts the control fundamentals, where reactive
power is primarily controlled by output voltage magnitude, and real power by the
output voltage phase angle relative to the utility line. Figure 4-12 is a power map
showing the self-commutated inverter's ability to provide four quadrant power
control.
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Within the battery plant, the converter and battery operate in four basic modes as
described below, and Figure 4-13 depicts a conceptual 24-hour plant operational
cycle.
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Figure 4-13. Conceptual 24-Hour Operational Cycle
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0 DISCHARGE MODE

0 SUSTAINING CHARGE MODE
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SUSTAINING CHARGE MODE

INITIATED BY

* END OF EQUALIZATION CHARGE MODE-AUTO PROGRAM

~* OPERATOR DISPATCH

TRANSITION FROM

* END OF EQUALIZATION CHARGE MODE

* ANY OF THREE OTHER MODES WITH PROPERLY DESIGNED CHARGER

CHARGE POWER LEVEL CONTROL

* CONSTANT CURRENT (RESET OUTPUT CURRENT FROM EQUALIZATION
CHARGER)

* CONVERTER VAR ONLY OPERATION

ENDED BY

* OPERATOR DISPATCH

* GO TO DISCHARGE MODE

* CELL(S) VOLTAGE TOO HIGH

TRANSITION TO

* DISCHARGE MODE

* WAIT FOR DISCHARGE

* EQUALIZER CHARGER DESIGNED FOR CONSTANT CURRENT AT ANY
VOLTAGE FROM MAX TO ZERO

* CHARGER COULD TAPER FROM EQUALIZATION LEVEL TO SUSTAINING
LEVEL AS A FUNCTION OF CELL VOLTAGE
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SUBTASK 2.2 - MASTER SITE CONTROLLER CONCEPTUAL INTERFACES FOR
CONTROL AND PROTECTION

SUBTASK 2.6 - ADDITIONAL DEFINITION OF MASTER SITE CONTROLLERf EQUALI-
ZATION NETWORKS AND INSTRUMENTATION INTERFACES

These two subtasks are presented together and describe the plant master site
controller subsystem design which include:

0 A definition of control/protection inputs and outputs (1/O) to the con-
troller for the battery module as defined by ANL.

0 A definition of dc zone to controller 1/O - battery output terminals to
converter input capacitors

* A definition of converter to controller 1/O

0 A definition of ac zone to controller 1.O - converter to utility line

0 A definition of controller operator functions

0 A description of types of interfacing equipment to sense and condition
controller parameters - see subtask 2.4

0 A one-line diagram

Figure 4B, the master site controller one-line diagram, depicts the required system
interfaces to and from the master site controller. The supporting technical des-
cription is presented in four subsections:

Subsection I - Introduction
Subsection II - Battery Module Controllers

Subsection Ill - Master Site Controller
Subsection IV - Control System Interfaces

0 Subsection I - Introduction

The objective of this subtask was to define the master site controller and its inter-
faces for a mature technology, 100 MWhr lithium/metal-sulfide battery energy
storage plant. Conceptually, the site controller is a computerized device that
automatically operates all of the battery plant's subsystems according to a remote
utility dispatcher's orders, or by some pre-programmed schedule. In addition to
describing the master site controller, this effort also describes peripheral equip-
ment required.

Figure 4-14 shows the organization of the battery plant's major control subsystems
and their relationship to the master site controller. Each of the two dc subsystems
(Figure 4-15) consists of six battery modules. These battery modules each consist
of 864 tiers of series-connected cells. Each cell tier has four individual cells
connected in parallel. The following equipment is provided for each module:
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* one charger to supply an 11-ampere equalizing charge and a 1-ampere
sustaining charge

* 864 shunt modules (one per cell tier) to measure cell-tier voltage and
regulate equalization and sustaining charging

* a module controller - the logic to monitor the battery module.

Figure 4-10.

Block Diagram of 100-MWh
Battery Plant Control Sub-
systems and Interfaces
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DC Subsystem Block Diagram
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The battery plant has two 10-MW converter subsystems (Figure 4-16), each having
its own controls and switchgear. The common dc and ac switchgear allows flexibi-
lity in system operation to increase the plant's availability by providing isolation of
out-of-service battery or converter modules. Each battery module and each con-
verter can be independently selected for use by the site controller.

ISOLATION AND
PROTECTION DEVICE

TOCOMM N F
DC SWITCHOLtAR H

PHASE
CONVERTER SERIES

BRIDGES REACTORS3-LIH[:h
HARMONIC
REDUCTION OUTPUT

TRANSPORMERS TRANSPORMER

YLY]

AC CIRCUIT
CRCEAKEAR

TO COON
AC SWITCHOEAR

_TE _ - CONVERTER
SITE

CONTROLLER - 4 :CONTROLS

Figure 4-16. Converter Subsystem Block Diagram

The master site controller communicates directly with each of the subsystems and
the switchgear to coordinate their operation on a systems basis in response to a
pre-programmed schedule of commands from a remotely located utility dispatcher
for normal system operation, or from a local operator for plant start-up, check-
out, and troubleshooting. Among the site controller's numerous functions are:

* mode control (e.g., discharge, bulk charge, equalizing charge, or
sustaining charge)

0 monitoring critical parameters to assure safe system operation during
abnormal situations

0 data logging (e.g., system ampere-hour counts and cell voltages)

The conceptual design of this control system was prepared using state-of-the-art
process controls technology. First, an overall control system philosophy was
developed with the objective of providing the required functions with minimum
complexity and maximum system availability at a reasonable cost. The system was
first divided into subsystems that would be self-controlled and overseen by the
site controller. The present converter design already incorporated its own con-
trols as does the battery thermal management. Design analysis and cost effective-
ness dictated the need for separate battery module controllers to minimize 1/O and
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to perform charge control, multiplexing, and data logging. After the control
system concept was defined, the control tasks were assigned and interfaces among
the control system elements were described, as shown in Figure 4B, the Master
Site Controller One-Line Diagram. Finally, the equipment requirements and various
system operating schemes were determined.

0 Subsection I - Battery Module Controllers

Each battery module will be provided with its own module controller to interface
the battery and associated equipment with the master si.e controller. A number of
reasons dictated the use of individual module controllers:

* Cost - decreases system cost by multiplexing information to the site
controller and by making use of existing circuitry for the cell-tier volt-
age logging process.

0 Lower complexity - relieves site controller of complex data processing
functions.

* Versatility - each module is independent.

0 Availability - increases total system availability because of independent
module operation.

0 Electrical isolation - provides complete electrical isolation of the con-
trollers from the high-voltage battery stacks.

* Speed - increases overall system speed to possible shutdown situations.

The module controller ia a 16 bit microprocessor-based device that is relatively
small and inexpensive. It consists of a few printed circuit cards that could easily
be mass-produced. Figure 4-17 shows the module controller interfaces; these are
described in detail in Subsection IV.

One of the primary reasons for selecting the module controller concept was to
facilitate the measurement of the battery's 10,368 cell-tier voltages. The shunt
modules play an important function in this process, and the concept utilized mini-
mizes the number of connections required between the battery module and module
controller, and between the module controller and the site controller.

The primary function of the shunt modules is to equalize cell-tier voltages within
the battery module. This is accomplished by shunting charge current around a
cell tier once it has reached a predetermined voltage level. With a slight modi-
fication to the shunt module concept, the shunt modules also provide for the
measurement of the individual cell tier voltages. The measurement process pro-
vides electrical isolation between the battery module and the site controller. The
modification shown in Figure 4-18 to ANL's original concept of the shunt modules
will add the measurement function.
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With the addition of the indicated signal and a small amount of circuitry, individual
cell-tier voltages can be measured on a time basis. When the shunt module is in
the monitor control mode and a reference ramp pulse is applied, the shunt module
internal voltage reference will be set to zero. Upon receiving a second reference
ramp pulse, the internal voltage reference will ramp as a linear function of time.
The amount of time necessary to bring the V-limit flag high will then be directly
proportional to the cell-tier voltage. The cell-tier voltage information will be
passed to the master site controller for data display/storage and any other desired
analysis.

The operation of the module controller in the measurement mode is as follows:

Assume the reference ramp integrator gain in the shunt module is equal to 1000.
An input of 1 VDC would produce a ramp of 1V/ms. If the maximum cell tier
voltage was 2V, then the reference would ramp for 2 ms before the V-limit flag
changed. The change in the V-limit flag would indicate that the reference voltage
has exceeded the tier voltage. The amount of time required to change the V-limit
flag would be proportional to the tier voltage. Assuming groups of 16 cell tiers
are read simultaneously, the total time required to read all the tier voltages would
be:

864 Tiers 1 Sample x 2 ms Time 108 ms TimeModule 16 Tiers Sample1Module

Figure 4-19 shows the signals between the Module Controller and the battery
module which are used for cell tier voltage measurements. These signals are
grouped into two 16-bit buses. One bus transmits signals from the Module Con-
troller to the equalization networks ("SET ENABLE BUS"). The other bus
transmits signals from the networks to the Module Controller ("TRISTATE DATA
BUS"). The voltage measurement operation may be described as follows:

The Module Controller will send out a certain bit pattern on the SET ENABLE
BUS. This bus will consist of four groups of 4 bits; each group will be decoded
by a standard 4/16 decoder. In this manner, the 16-bit SET ENABLE BUS is
converted into 16 x 4 = 64 separate lines; 54 of these lines will carry input signals
to groups of shunt modules. Battery cell tiers and corresponding shunt modules
will be configured into 54 groups of 16 tiers each. Thus group #1 will consist of
tiers #1 through #16 and group #2 will consist of tiers #17 through #32, etc. This
grouping will continue through all of the 864 cell tiers, forming a total of 54
groups. Each one of the 54 decoded SET ENABLE lines will be used as a common
"Start Reference Ramp" signal for a group of shunt modules. Thus, the Module
Controller can simultaneously start the 16 reference ramps in a group of shunt
modules by sending the appropriate bit pattern over the SET ENABLE BUS. The
V-limit flags for corresponding bit numbers in all groups will be wired together.
The combined V-limit Flags will form the 16-bit DATA bus which returns to the
module controller. Using this system, cell-tier voltages will be measured 16 at a
time. Only that group of cell tiers which has been enabled will cause a change in
the DATA bus. All other groups will be inactive and thus incapable of changing
the bus.
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Figure 4-19. Module Controller/Shunt Module Interface

Figure 4-20 is a flow chart that shows the method used by the module controller to
measure cell-tier voltages. The method consists of enabling a group of cell tiers
and then monitoring the time required to change the V-limit flags. In this manner,
sequential groups of 16 cell-tier voltages are simultaneously measured on a time
basis. When all measurements have been completed, the *data is stored at the
module controller, ready to be sent to the site controller upon demand.
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* :3'.bsection Ill - Master Site Controller

The master site controller interfaces with the dc subsystem module controllers, the
converter controls, the common ac and dc switchgear, and the site auxiliary equip-
ment. This controller properly sequences all these subsystems and equipment t.
operate the battery plant as an integrated system in any one of the three modes
shown in Figure 4-21. All communication between the system operator and the
battery plant is done through the site controller. In addition, the site controller
acquires, processes, and displays or records various system data, such as equip-
ment status and operating parameters.

4a 4hC J -p.
4

i.

Figure 4-21. 100-MWh Battery Plant Operating Modes

A standard 16 bit minicomputer-based system was chosen for the site controller.
Peripherals required in this application are a cathode-ray tube (CRT) display
terminal and a floppy-disc drive for data recording, as well as a hard copy printer.
This type of system with its peripherals permits reliable, sophisticated control
while maintaining the versatility to easily alter operating modes or procedures
through software changes.

Using a minicomputer for the master site controller also permits the system to be
very user-oriented. Therefore, the utility dispatcher who operates the battery
plant from a remote location can enter commands and receive data *jver a standard
CRT computer terminal.
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Although the site controller is constantly handling a large amount of data to
properly run and protect the system, the dispatcher will only have to see in-
formation that is pertinent to his control of the plant. Of course, data acquired
by the site controller (such as cell voltage readings and ampere-hour counts) can
be readily accessed from the same CRT terminal for use in detailed studies or any
other purpose.

Figure 4-22 is a flowchart that shows one possible program sequence for manually
operating the battery plant. The master site controller shows what system equip-
ment is available for operation; then it issues a series of "prompts" to aid the
operator in configuring the system. At each step, a number of operating mode
options are displayed. When the operator selects one, the controller executes the
required function and displays new steps required to put the battery plant on line
or to change operating mode. If operator intervention is not desired, these prompts
may be satisfied by additional software programming. Any information needed,
such as power levels or voltages, is displayed on the CRT. In this manner, the
systems versatility is enhanced because all control functions are programmed as
software. This allows changes to the operating modes or procedures to be made
easily by re-programming or editing the existing software.

Normally, the plant operation would be fully automated, and the software programs
would be designed to always operate the plant at maximum capacity. The cap-
ability for operator control is provided to handle situations where the desired
operation differs from the norm, but software changes are not appropriate.

Data logging would be another function of the master site controller minicomputer.
An, of the battery plant operating parameters that are interfaced with the site
controller could be recorded as data for future use. Because of battery system
requirements, storing battery cell-tier voltages is the major data-logging function
of the master site controller. The site controller minicomputer will query the
module controllers for these cell voltages. This information would then be stored
on disk with a suitable file label. Since an eight-bit cell-tier voltage representation
would provide adequate accuracy, the required storage capacity is compatable with
existing disk storage systems. Eight-bit cell-voltage representation provides the
following measurement granularity:

2 volts full scale =7.8 mv
28~ '

Assume all cell tiers are logged twice a day at the end of charge and discharge
cycles. The required storage per day would be

864 Tiersyte x12 Modulesx2Samples = 20 K.Byte/dayModule Tier Samples Day

Considering the case of a 1M Byte disk

1 M Byte Day 50 days
Disk 20K
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Figure 4-22. Master Site Controller Operation Flow Chart (Cont'd)

Once the data is stored, programs can be utilized to evaluate the historical per-
formance of the cell ensembles to characterize life cycles, failure rates, or any
other desired trend.

Note

The sensing interfaces for these master site controller parameters are described in
Subtask 2.4 (Electrical Plant Instrumentation).
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0 Subsection IV - Control Interfaces

This section describes all of the interfaces defined for the battery plant control
system conceptual design. Figure 4B is a one-line schematic of the battery plant
with interfaces among all the equipment designated by letter. These interfaces are
listed in alphabetical order in Table 4-2, the Controller Interface Document, where
each one is described in detail. Also given are the number of signals required
and the type of signal (analog - "A", or digital - "D").

Table 4-3 is a summary of the controller interface requirements, including the
numbers of signals needed for the entire system.

Table 4-2. Controller Interface Document

Interface A - Module Controller to Equalizing Charger

The plant contains 12 of these interfaces.

0 On/Off: 1 Signal (D)
0 Rate Select: 1 Signal (D)
* Shutdown: 1 Signal (D)

"On/Off" - One digital signal turns the charger on or off.

Rate Select - One digital signal selects either a one-ampere sustaining charge or
an eleven-ampere equalizing charge.

Status - One digital signal from the charger which indicates the charger opera-
tional status.

Interface B - Module Controller to Battery Module and Equa'ization Networks

The plant contains 12 of these interfaces.

* Set Enable: 16 Signals (D)
* Set Data: 16 Signals (D) Wired "or" Configuration - see note

below
0 Monitor/Shunt: 1 Signal (D)
* Alarm: 2 Signals (D)
* Thermal Manag: 2 Signals (D)

Set Enable - This interface provides the battery shunt modules with the timing
inputs required for measurement of individual cell voltages. The 864 shunt modules
are segmented into 54 sets of 16 shunt modules. Shunt module #1 through shunt
module #16 are set #1 and so on. The decoded set enable drives the reference
ramp signal for the selected set of shunt modules.
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Table 4.2 (Continued)

Set Data_- This is a 16 bit tristate data bus which multiplexes cell voltage readings
to the controller.

Monitor/Shunt - This is a common digital signal to all 864 shunt modules directing
them to either monitor cell tier voltage or operate in equalizing mode.

Alarm - Battery module out of limits indication.

Thermal Management - On/off and status signals.

NOTE:
The wired "OR" configuration is a hardware method of combining digital signals
through a common impedance so that all of the signals are effectively "OR"ed.

Interface C - Module Controller to Module Protection, Isolation and Current Transducer

The plant contains 12 of these interfaces.

0 Isolation Switchgear Trucked: 1 Signal (D)
0 Isolation Switchgea- Control: 1 Signal (D)
9 Isolation Switchgear Status: 1 Signal (D)

Switchgear Trucked This signal indicates that the switchgear operator is in place
and ready for use.

Switchgear Control - This digital signal is used to command the switchgear to open
or close.

Switchgear Status - The digital line indicates the switchgear status.

This switchgear interface will be used consistently throughout this report.

The module protection will contain the following:

0 DC Current Transductor: 1 Signal (A)
* Protection Status: 1 Signal (D)
* Protection Initiate: 1 Signal (D)

Dc Current Transductor - This interface consists of an analog signal representing
the module currents.

Protection Status - A digital signal which indicates when a fuse, CLP, or breaker
unit has cleared.

Protection Initiate - A digital signal to actuate the protection by operator command.

NOTE:

Interface is for protection devices and isolation switchgear.
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Table 4.2 (Continued)

Interface D - Module Controller to Master Site Contraller

The plant contains 12 of these interfaces.

* Data Bus: 16 Signals (D) Tristate
* Mode Control Bus: 4 Signals (D)
0 Encoded Alarm Bus: 2 Signals (D)
* Execute: 1 Signal to all module controllers (D)
0 Valid Data: 1 Tristate Signal line from all module controllers (D)

Data Bus - This is a 16-bit parallel digital bus which is multiplexed for use by all
module controllers. This bus is used to transfer battery cell voltage and status
from the module controllers to the master site controller.

Mode Control Bus - This consists of a 4-bit encoded digital signal. The control
buses are used by the master site controller to send commands to the module
controllers.

A possible coding for the module controller is as follows:

Mode Control Coding

0000 Off - shut down module thermal management
0001 Standby - Thermal Management ON
0010 Module AMP Hour Count
0011 Monitor Charge - #Tiers >TBD Vols
0100 Monitor Discharge - #Tiers <TBD Velts
0101 Shorted Fail - #Tiers effectively short (TBD Volts)
0110 Open Fail - #Tiers effectively open (TBD Volts)
0111 Measurement (Tier# Vs Voltage - All Tiers)
1000 Equalize (Control Equalization Cycle)
1001 Sustain (Control Sustaining Charge)

Encoded Alarm Bus - This is a two-bit digital signal from each module controller to
the master site controller. Shutdown information is sent from the module con-
trollers to the master site controller over these lines.

Execute - This digital signal is used by the master site controlier to instruct the
module controller to execute the command on the Mode Control Bus.

Valid Data - This digital signal is used by the Module Controllers to inform the
master site controller that the requested information is ready for transmission.

Interface E - Ground Reference Circuit to Master Site Controller

Two interfaces per plant

0 Ground current: 2 Signal (A)
0 Blown ground fuse indicator: 2 Signal (D)
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Table 4.2 (Continued)

Interface F-Battery Bank DC Current and Voltage to Master Site Controller

The plant contains two of these interfaces.

* DC Current: 2 Signals (A)
0 DC Voltage: 1 Signal (A)

. iterface G- DC Bus Protection to Master Site Controller

The plant contains two such interfaces.

0 Protection Status: 1 Signal (D)
* Protection Initiate: 1 Signal (D)

Interface H - Parallel Switch to Master Site Controller

0 Switchgear Interface: 3 Signals (D)

Interface I - Auxiliary Power System to Master Site Controller

0 Status-Emergency Generator: 1 Signal (D)
* Status-Utility/UPS Inverter: 1 Signal (D)
0 Loss of UPS Charge: 1 Signal (D)
0 Loss of UPS Line Feed: 1 Signal (D)

Interface J - Converter System to Master Site Controller

The plant contains two of these interfaces.

* Output Power Demand: 1 Signal 2-Line Analog Current Loop (A)
0 Output Var Demand: 1 Signal 2-Line Analog Current Loop (A)
* Measured Output Power: 1 Signal 2-Line Analog Current Loop (A)
* Measured Output Vars: 1 Signal 2-Line Analog Current Loop (A)
0 Converter Ready: 1 Signal (D)
* Converter On Load: 1 Signal (D) From Converter to Master Site

Controller
* Converter In Standby: 1 Signal (D)
* Converter Annun On: 1 Signal (D)
* Mode Select: 1 Signal (D)

(Bulk Power Var Only)
0 Go to Standby: 1 Signal (D) From Master Site Controller

To Converter
0 Converter to Load: 1 Signal (D)
* Proceed to Load: 1 Signal (D)
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Table 4.2 (Continued)

Output Power Demand - This analog signal is used to set the converter system
output power level.

Output Var Demand - This is an analog signal used to set the converter system
output var level.

Measured Output Power - An analog signal representing the measured converter
output power.

Measured Output Vars - An analog signal representing the measured converted
output var level.

Converter Ready - A digital signal from the power conditioning system indicating
that it is ready for service.

Converter On Load - A digital signal from the power conditioning system indicating
that real power is being delivered.

Converter In Standby - A digital signal from the power conditioning system indi-
cating that it is in standby.

Converter Annunciator On - A digital signal from the power conditioning system
indicating an internal fault or parameter out-of-limits condition.

Mode Select (Bulk Power - Var Only) - A digital signal from the master site con-
troller which allows the converter to operate in the var only mode.

Go To Standby - A digital signal from the master site controller which directs the
Converter to go from load to standby.

Converter To Load - A digital signal from the master site controller commanding
the converter system to sequence from standby to load and begin to deliver dis-
patched power and vars.

Proceed To Load - A digital signal from the master site controller commanding the
converter system to make the transition from delivering vars only to delivering
real power.

Interfaces K, L, M, and N

These are internal to the converter system and are not described herein.

Interfaces 0, P1 Q, and R

Only one of each of these interfaces is required for the plant.
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Table 4.2 (Continued)

Interface 0 - Main AC Disconnect to Master Site Controller

0 Standard Switchgear Interface: 3 Signals (D)

Interface- P Main AC Breaker to Master Site Controller

0 Standard Switchgear Interface: 3 Signals (D)

Interface Q - 30 AC Current and Voltage to Master Site Controller

AC Current:
AC Voltage:

3 Signals (A) on Four Lines
3 Signals (A) on Four Lines

Interface R- Utility Dispatcher to Master Site Controller

* Standard Serial Teletype Interface - Modem over telephone lines.

Table 4-3. Summary of Master Site Controller System interfaces

Signal
TypeInterface

Signals/
Subsystem

Signals/
Plant

(A) Equalizing Charger - Module Controller
(B) Battery Module - Module Controller
(C) Protection and Isolation - Module Controller

(D) Module Controller - Master Site Controller

(E) Ground Ref Circuit - Master Site Controller

(F)
(G)
(H)
(I)
( J)

(0)
(P)
(Q)
( R )

DCV&I - Master Site Controller
DC Bus Protection - Master Site Certroller
Parallel Switch - Master Site Controller
Aux Power - Master Site Controller
Converter - Master Site Controller

AC Disconnect - Master Site Controller
AC Breaker - Master Site Controller
ACV&I - Master Site Controller
Dispatcher - Master Site Controller

Total Digital Signals per Plant
Total Analog Signals per Plant

Total Signals per Plant

Total Digital Signals to Module Controllers
Total Analog Signals to Module Controllers

Total Signals to Module Controllers

Total Digital Signals to Master Site Controller
Total Analog Signals to Master Site Controller

Total Signals to Master Site Controller

Digital 3
Digital 37
Digital 5
Analog 1
Digital 8
Tristate (MUX)
Digital
Analog
Analog
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital
Analog
Digital
Digital
Analog
Digital

705
34

739

540
12

552

165
22

187

x

xx

6
6
6
6
6

1
1
3
2

8
4

18
222
30
6
48

18 x 2 = 36
222 x 2 = 444

30 x 2 = 60
6 x 2 = 12

48 x 2 = 96
16 x 2 = 32

1 x 2=2
1 x 2=2
3 x 2=6
2 x 2=4

3
4

8 x 2 = 16
4 x 2=8

3
3
6
2
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SUBTASK 2.3 - AUXILIARY POWER FOR OPERATION OF THE EQUIPMENT IN THE
ELECTRICAL BALANCE OF PLANT

This subtask described the auxiliary power distribution subsystem for the electri-
cal plant. ANL provided the battery requirements, which are the major power
consumers. The Auxiliary Power Systems One-Line Diagram, Figure 4C, is des-
cribed as follows in four subsections:

Subsection I - Introduction
Subsection II - Design Guidelines
Subsection Ill - Physical Layout

Subsection IV - Equipment Description

0 Subsection I - Introduction

The battery and converter systems contain several components which require
electrical power to operate. ThiL electrical power is obtained from the utility
system and controlled and distributed to the consumers by an auxiliary power
system. The auxiliary power system is comprised of a unit substation, switchgear,
motor controls, an emergency and :ritical power subsystem, and utility power
subsystem.

* Subsection II - Design Guidelines

Argonne National Laboratories determined that the battery module heaters would
never operate at greater than 50% aggregate load. This is the equivalent of half
of the heaters at full power or all of the heaters at half power. Since the heaters
are the largest single power consumerin the plant, they were the pacing item in
determining the size of the auxiliary power system along with simultaneous opera-
tion of the battery blowers and equalization chargers. Actual sizing of the trans-
former and associated systems was done using those battery associated loads and
all other power consumers operating at full load.

0 Subsection IlIl - Physical Layout

The auxiliary power system arrangement is based upon the unit substation con-
cept. Utility level power is brought into an incoming line section via overhead or
underground cables. The system step-down transformer is close-coupled to the
incoming line section. The transformer output main circuit breaker is in a cabinet
which is close-coupled to the transformer. The actual power distribution is done
by two vertical circuit breaker distribution sections which abut the main breaker
compartment. This arrangement results in a single line-up offering a utilitarian
and aesthetically pleasing center. In the same area are located the uninterruptable
power system (UPS) and the utility circuit components.

0 Subsection IV - Equipment Description

The major pieces of equipment are described below.
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Incoming Line - The ncoming line section is in a compartment on the front end of
the transformer. It contains a pothead for the incoming high voltage leads.
Inside the compartment is a 600 ampere, 15 kV class, fused, load interruptor
switch.

Trar.sformer - Close coupled to the incoming line, the 15 kV class transformer is a
ventilated dry type, thermally rated for a 1500 centigrade rise over a 30* centri-
grade ambient. The transformer is connected as a high voltage, delta primary,
and a low voltage, grounded wye secondary. Transformer output is 480 volts,
three phase.

Main Circuit Breaker - The main circuit breaker is rated 2500 amperes, with built-
in ground fault protection and adjustable trip settings. The instantaneous trip
settings will be adjusted so that in the event of a severe system fault, ti e main
breaker will coordinate with the incoming line section primary fuses.

Circuit Breaker Distribution Sections - Two vertical sections are required to accom-
modate all of the breakers as shown on the auxiliary power one-line diagram. The
sections are actually metal cabinets with vertical 2500 ampere bus structures into
which molded case circuit breakers are plugged. These structures are designed to
accommodate the full range of circuit breaker sizes required in this installation.

Motor Control Center - All motor controllers for the battery module blowers are
contained in a vertically arranged motor control center. The control center main
power bus is rated at 600 amperes. Power is delivered to the control center via a
600 ampere circuit breaker in the distribution switchgear assembly. Each con-
troller is of the combination type; that is, it contains a circuit breaker to protect
the motor circuit from damage due to faults, and an overload relay/contactor
assembly to protect the motor from running overloads. Each controller has its own
control power transformer, delivering 120 Vac to the motor control circuit. There
is a pushbutton, capable of being locked in the off position in the vicinity of each
motor.

Emergency and Critical Power Subsystem - There is a necessity in the installation
for a small critical/emergency power system. The converter logic must have an
uninterruptable power source for its effective operation. Also requiring uninter-
ruptable power are the master site controller, power switchgear, and the alarm
systems. A 5 kVA packaged uninterruptable power system (UPS) is supplied. It
consists of a rectifier battery bank, inverter, and solid-state transfer switch. AC
power is supplied to the rectifier which supplies DC power to the inverter and
keeps the batteries charged. Utility power is also applied to one side of the
solid-state transfer switch.

The output of the inverter is connected to the other side of the solid-state trans-
fer switch. The output of the transfer switch is connected to the load. During
normal operation the rectifier and inverter are operating and delivering power to
the load. Hence, the load never sees a disturbance that occurs on the power line.
Should the inverter system fail, the solid state switch will immediately transfer the
load to the power line. The UPS is 'backed up' with a 12.5 kW engine-generator
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system, connected to the auxiliary power system via a conventional automatic
transfer switch. The generator is oversized to account for the battery recharge
capability of the LIPS and to be able to drive an environmental conditioning system
for the master site controller. This was done to protect the master site controller
in the event of a prolonged power outage under severely adverse weather condi-
tions. Critical and emergency power are delivered at 208/120 Vac three phase.

ut;lity Power System - The utility power system consists of miscellaneous lighting
and convenience power receptacles. The bulk area lighting was assumed to be
high efficiency metallic lamps, and a 480 V circuit was allowed for that purpose.
The gantry crane was sized at 40 horsepower and a 480 V feeder allowed for it.
Fifteen kVA of 208/120 V three-phase power is available for convenience/utility
circuits. Each converter pallet contains its own power distribution system for
heating and ventilation. Two 30 ampere 480 V three-phase circuits are supplied
for that purpose. The transformers, transfer switch, UPS, and circuit breaker
panels are located in the same enclosure as the unit sub-station.

SUBTASK 2.4 - ELECTRICAL PLANT INSTRUMENTATION

The plant electrical instrumentation was described in this subtask with ANL pro-
viding the battery requirements. The description of the Electrical Plant Instru-
mentation One-Line Diagram, Figure 4D, is provided in the following three sub-
sections:

Subsection I - Introduction
Subsection 1I - General Description

Subsection III - Equipment Description

0 Subsection I - Introduction

The electrical plant instrumentation defined in this study is for a mature battery
energy storage system which is designed to operate unattended. A communications
link from the master site controller to a remote utility dispatcher location provides
the operator interface for supervisory control and monitoring of operational status.
The system control/monitoring functions can also be performed on-site at the
master site controller.

Unattended operation of a mature plant with remote supervisory control and monitor-
ing results in the following requirements for parameters that are instrumented:

* A mature plant does not require instrumentation for gathering experimen-
tal data, thus only those parameters necessary for plant monitoring need
to be known.

* Unattended operation inherently eliminates the requirement for local
readout of parameters except at the master site controller.

0 Remote supervisory control and monitoring requires that all necessary
parameters to perform those functions be interfaced to the master site
controller and from there be transimtted to the utility dispatcher.
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The subtask 2.2 (Conceptual Design of the Master Site Controller) work defined
the parameters that are required by the master site controller for control/protec-
tion and status monitoring. An evaluation of those parameters showed them to
include all parameters that must be instrumented to determine the overall plant
performance. Therefore, there are no additional instrumentation needs, and the
master site controller thus functions as the central processor for readout, trans-
mission and/or storage of instrumented parameters.

This subtask will thus concern itself with providing additional definition of the
hardware required to sense the instrumented parameters and the signal condi-
tioning, transmission, readout and storage equipments, and a general functional
description.

0 Subsection II - General Description

All the parameters to be measured are as shown on the Electrical Plant Instru-
mentation One-Line Diagram, Figure 4D. Each sensing interface utilizes a properly
insulated and isolated device.

The output of each sensing interface device is conditioned as required to be com-
patible with its transmission mechanism, itc intermediate processing equipments,
and the master site controller. The encircled letters on the one-line diagram
reference the sensing interfaces and transmission routes to the appropriate ones in
the one-line Master Site Controller Diagram, Figure 4B.

The master site controller functions as the data storage medium, processor, dis-
play, and communications link to the remote dispatcher.

Date. Storage - The master site controller will contain disk storage capability for all
instrumented parameters. During normal plant operation, the data will be stored
on a programmed basis where the format for time and frequency for each data set
has been programmed and the acquisition is automatic. In addition, the local or
remote operator can request data scans for storage, and the request may be for all
parameters or for a selected short scan. Each short scan consists of a defined set
of parameters that are peculiar to a specific portion of the system or system per-
formance. For example, a short scan could consist of all the cell ensemble voltages
for a given battery module, or it could consist of a bulk power status where total
converter input dc current and voltage and converter output parameters are scanned.
Table 4-4 is a conceptual list of data storage scans that the local or remote operator
can request. The parameters included in each storage scan are established in the
software portion of the master site controller, and they can be changed by software
alterations with no hardware changes.
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Scan Select

1 Master Scan

2 System Operational Status

3. System Protection and
Switchgear Status

4. Ac Bulk Power Scan

5. Dc Bulk Power Srdr

6. Battery Module 1 Status

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

(ata Description

All system parameters including switshgear
and auxiloary power system.

Includes operating mode, modules and converters
in service, bulk power data per each battery
bank and converter and control mode

Includes all truck status, isolation switch status,
ac and ac protection status, ground fuse status
and out of limits and alarm information.

AC kilowatts and kilovars for each converter
at utility interfac t and time and kilowatt hours
this mode cycle.

Module currents, battery Dank currents,
ground currents, battery bank voltages and
module amp-hour this mode cycle.

Includes all cell ensemble voltages,
currents, switchgear and protection device
status. able 4-5 is an example of a
processed display for this scan If storage
selected, all raw data parameters stored.

"f

"f

"s
"s

Battery Module 2 Status

Battery Module 3 Status

Battery Module 4 Status

Battery Module 5 Status

Battery Module 6 Status

Battery Module 7 Status

Battery Module 8 Status

Battery Module 9 Status

Battery Module 10 Status

Battery Module 11 Status

Battery Module 12 Status

Data Processing - The master site controller will perform certain routine data
processing to provide the operator with data in a meaningful format, rather than
just a display or printout of all the parameters scanned. The initial processing
step will be to take the raw data and apply the proper multipliers to provide
actual system scale numbers. The operator will have a data check capability where
the raw data can be obtained. For the normal plant operation with automatic data
acquisition, the operator will be sent only status highlights (such as operating
mode and power levels) and a verification that the plant is functioning within
established limits for specific control parameters. A specific data scan is obtained
by either a command from the operator or automatically when an out-of-limits warn-
ing occurs. Those data scan selections are as listed in Table 4-4 and storage is
optional. Each of the available data scans will be processed by established soft-
ware to present the operator with a specific data display format. For example, a
scan of the status of Battery Module 1 might be programmed to display as shown
in Table 4-5 rather than include a list of all 864 cell ensemble voltages.
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Scan - Battery Module 01 Status

Date Tme Storage
Select

system m Opeating Mode Module In/Out Service

If Module Out of Service. Display Followir..j

UC Protection Status Isolation Switch Status

Overall Operating Status

Switchgear Truck Status

Module Current Battery Bank
Voltage
xxxxxxxxxx

Out of Limits
Parameters
XXXXkXXXXx

Module Cell Ensemble Summary

Total of All Ensembles

X xX XXXX

Ensemble Above EOC

Ensemble Above
Average

Shorted Ensembles
(V below . 1 volt)

Kxxxxxx

Ensemble Below
Average

Problem Ensembles
(Voltage a speci-
fic % above or
below average)
xxxxxxxxxxxxx

Average Ensemble
Voltage

Ensemble Below EOC

The data that is stored on disks will be the raw data inputs for all cases. That
provides the maximum speed and accuracy along with the minimum chance of storing
invalid data due to a software error. The disk data can be played back at the
master site controller with no processing. To utilize the stored data for system
studies and historical trends, the disks will be removed and interfaced to another
computer.

Data Display - The master site controller will contain a CRT unit for data display
as well as a hard copy printer. The operator can select either or both for data
display.

Communications Link - A standard communications link will provide for the remote
monitoring/control interface. The equipment to display and process data at the
operator end would be selected by the utility company, and a CRT/Printer terminal
interface would probably be adequate.

Table 4-6 is a definitive listing of each type of parameter instrumented giving its
requirement, number of each type, sensing interface, signal conditioning and
display/storage format.
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* Subsection Ill - Equipment Description

The equipment associated with the instrumentation consists of the sensing inter-
faces, any additional signal conditioning, and the wiring to transmit the signals
from the sensing interface to the master site controller. The sensing interfaces
and signal conditioning equipment will be detailed below along with an overall
estimate of the total system wiring/connector requirements.

DC Currents - The module currents, battery bank currents, and ground currents
are measured by Hall Effect sensing elements which are constructed to provide the
necessary isolation from the high voltage bus. The output of each sensor is a low
voltage analog of the dc current. The module current and ground current analogs
are converted to digital signals at the locai module controllers, and the battery
bank current analogs are sent directly to the master site controller and converted
to digital there. The battery bank current is sensed in both the positive and
negative busses for purposes related to controlling the isolation switchgear for
each converter and sensing ground loops.

Cell Ensemble Voltages - The interface is made through the cell equalization net-
works utilizing optical couplers for isolation. A timed ramp initiated by the local
module controllers, in conjunction with the equalizing network voltage limit flag
indicator, allows the local module controllers to compute each cell voltage digitally.
The measured data for each module's 864 cell ensemble is transmitted to the master
site controller on a 16 bit tri-state data bus.
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Battery Bank Voltages - The sensing elements are non-inductive precision resistor
dividers. Each divider consists of four resistors in series, with the outer two
which connect to the positive and negative busses being in the order of a megohm
to provide isolation. The divided analog signal is taken across the inner two
resistors whose midpoint connection is grounded. The divided voltage analog
signal is sent directly to the master site controller and converted to digital there.

Individual Converter kW and kvar - Each converter's three-phase output voltages
and currents are measured utilizing standard utility grade potential and current
transformers. The converter logic then computes the kilowatts and kilovars and
transmits the information to the master site controller via an analog current loop.
The current and potential transformers are the same type as those described below
for the utility interface measurements.

Utility Line Interface Voltages - The sensing interface and isolation are provided
by standard 15 kV class, 110 kV BIL utility grade potential transformers whose
accuracy class and burden rating are selected to meet the system requirements.
The secondary voltage signals are transmitted to the master site cont' oiler (or
converters logic) where they are scaled and converted to digitial.

Utility Line Interface Currents - Utility grade current transformers provide the
sensing interface. They are 15 kV class, 110 kV BIL with appropriately selected
accuracy class and bLrden rating. The secondary is burdeiied with non-inductive
precision resistors right at the transformer and the voltage analog is transmitted
to the master site controller where it is scaled and converted to digital.

Wiring/Connectors - Signal wire will consist of multiconductor cable with a neoprene
jacket for abrasion protection. The cable will consist of seven sets of twisted
pairs and two sets of twisted triples for a total of twenty #18 gauge insulated
unshielded conductors. Estimating an average distance of fifty feet for each of
the system interfaces requires 1500 feet of cable ana sixty-two 20-pin connectors.

SUBTASK 2.5 - EQUIPMENT COST ESTIMATE

The equipment for the electrical balance of plant was conceptually defined in the
proceeding discussions to the extent that a preliminary cost estimate could be
prepared. The cost estimate was done within the following guidelines:

0 All equipment cost estimates are FOB factory in 1979 dollars.

* All equipment costs except the converter are from vendor estimates or
catalog prices.

0 The converter cost is derived from UTC studies and assumes a mature
production rate of 150 units per year.

* Percentage add-ons were applied to account for the cost of nuts, bolts
and bracing or support-type hardware.
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* The cost estimates do not include installation at the plant, development
efforts or one time engineering costs, the battery or its direct peri-
pherals, shipping, and material handling,

0 The cost of performing the overall plant detailed design, defining and
procuring each piece of equipment, of spare parts and maintenance
equipment is not inciLded.

* The estimated costs of using fuses or current limiting protectors as
opposed to dc circuit breakers for dc protection are given in this section
to show the cost penalty incurred by utilization of dc breakers.

The preliminary cost estimate was broken down into the four electrical balance of
plant subsystems as described below, and Table 4-7 summarizes the results.
Appendix B, Tables B1 through B4, contains the detailed list of equipment in-
cluded in the estimate.

TABLE 4-7. COST SUMMARY

Equipment

Bulk Power

Converter (Two 10 MW
Modules)

ac/dc I nterconnect
equipment

Master Site Controller

Instrumentation

Auxiliary Power System

Total

Cost in
1979 Dollars

1,781,727

11331,400

450,327

26,860

19,912

85,784

1,941,283

The $450,327 cost estimate given in Table 4-7 for the ac/dc interconnecting equip-
ment is for a system using dc breakers"for dc protection. The study revealed a
significant cost savings if either fuses or current limiting protectors are used
instead of dc breakers, with their costs estimated at $92,400 and $122,000 re-
spectively, compared to $388,136 for dc breakers.
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Subsection I - Bulk Power Equipmen?

The cost estimate includes the equipment shown in Figure 4A: the bulk power
equipment one-line diagram except 'or the ac and dc current and voltage sensors
which are listed in the electrical plant instrumentation subsection. The converter
cost is a single estimate and includes all the components shown in Figure 4A between
the bridge inputs and the line feed to the plant ac breaker, as well as the converter
internal logic, controls, protection and diagnostics. Hardware items such as the
standoffs and bracing for the dc bus bars and the nuts dWu bolts to connect all
the equipment are included as a percentage add-on. The dc protection cost esti-
mate lists fuses, breakers and current limiting protectors. The plant ground grid
was not designed as to layout and location of ground rods. For purposes of
costing, a "system of merit" is utilized consisting of a total conductor length equal
to twice the plant outer perimeter and a 20-foot ground rod located every fifty
feet around the perimeter.

Subsection II - Master Site Controller

The cost estimate includes the cabling/connector costs for the interfaces shown in
figure 4B: the Master Site Controller One-Line Diagram along with the costs for
the local module controllers and the master site controller. It does not include the
voltage and current sensing devices (given in Instrumentation subsection), or the
cost of the development of the controller software.

Subsection Ill - Auxiliary Power

The cost estimate is for the equipment shown in Figure 4C, the Auxiliary Power
System One-Line Diagram. The estimate does not include the weatherproof en-
closures for the equipment.

Subsection IV - Plant Instrumentation

The cost estimate is for the sensors for measuring the parameters shown in Figure
4D, the Electrical Plant Instrumentation One-Line Diagram. The Master Site
Controller Section included the cabling from the sensors to the master site con-
troller, and the site controller functions as the readout, storage and display
mechanism.

TASK 2 SUMMATION

The study resulted in a conceptual design for the electrical balance of plant for an
advanced lithium/metal sulfide battery energy storage system as summarized below:

0 Four one-line diagrams depicting the equipment in the four electrical
balance of plant subsystems were prepared.

* No significant battery/converter/bulk power equipment incompatability
was found. The self-commutated converter enhances battery installation.
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* The master site controller subsystem provided for fully automated plant
operation and data lagging of all cell voltages, yet is relatively low cost.

* The auxiliary power subsystem required a 2.0 MVA rating due primarily
to the battery heaters, blowers and chargers.

* The electrical plant instrumentation requirement was met by the inherent
functions in the master site controller.

* The type of dc protection device was not specified but fuses, breakers
and current limiting protectors were COrsussed and costed.
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SECTION 5

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FOLLOW-ON WORK

The study effort revealed several areas where follow-on work is recommended as
outlined below:

Derivation of a Subscale Battery Equivalent Circuit - Provide technical assistance
in the application of analytical techniques along with recommendations for hardware
testing to provide the data to derive and verify subscale battery equivalent circuit.

0 Review battery studies and data available to date.

* Provide detailed approach outline based on experience with fuel cells.

9 Assist in the analytical derivation of a subscale equivalent circuit base-
line model.

* Pruvide recommendations for subscale hardware testing, test instrumenta-
tion 3nd required test data to obtain information to refine the analytical
model.

0 Assist in combining analytical and test data to refine and verify the
baseline model.

* Assist in hardware testing and analytical processes to verify the sub-
scale model.

Derivation of a Full Scale Battery Equivalent Circuit - Provide technical assistance
in developing a full scale equivalent circuit model from the subscale model where
the effects of the battery electrical interconnecting structure is taken into account.

* Review how the battery is structured and determine the analytical
approach to account for the effects on the model of interconnection of
subscale modules.

0 Assist in combining analytically the subscale model and interconnecting
structure to derive the full scale equivalent circuit.

0 Provide recommendations for tests to confirm the full scale model.

0 Provide technical assistance in developing programs to utilize the full
scale model for system studies.

Derivation of the Battery Transient and Fault Characteristics - Provide technical
assistance in the analytical process to utilize the full scale equivalent circuit to
determine the battery transient and fault dynamic response characteristics.

* Assist in the development of the voltage/current characteristic curves
for normal system operation.
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* Assist in the development of the fault characteristic curves for various
representative fault impedances.

* Assist in utilization of the equivalent circuit for overall system response
studies, as well as abnormal system behavior.

Selection of the Battery Fault Protection Equipment - Provide technical assistance
in refining and selecting the equipment that is required to provide battery fault
protection.

* Determine the fault clearing capability the protection must provide.

* Determine the equipment available or under development that meets the
protection requirement.

0 Assess the potential protection equipment as to degree of protection
capability and flexibility as well as cost.

* Recommend the protection equipment to be used with alternatives if
available and provide cost estimates.

Assessment of the Present Battery Equalization Charge Scheme - Perform a tech-
nical assessment of the present design for the equalization network scheme with
regard to its functional requirement, failure modes and effects, cost, reliability
and performance accuracy vs. system requirement.

0 Perform technical review of circuit design and operation and evaluate
against battery requirement.

0 Perform detailed FMEA study to determine failure modes and effects and
to determine if additional protection required.

0 Determine expected failure rates for primary and secondary failure
modes.

0 Provide a cost estimate for all the equipment associated with equalization.

0 Provide an overall technical assessment of the present design and recom-
mendations for correcting deficiencies.

Investigate Alternate Equalization Methods - Determine if present design can be
modified to improve it or reduce its cost and perform a study to conceptually
identify alternate designs.

* Perform Design Modification Study

* Develop alternative conceptual designs.
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The above follow-on work is consistent with the present needs of the battery
development program. Should the battery undergo testing in the BEST Facility or
some other system implementation in the future, then additional electrical balance
of plant system design implementation and hardware work would be recommended.
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Figure 4A -

Figure 4B -

Figure 4C -

Figure 4D -

APPENDIX A

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN ONE-LINE DIAGRAMS

Contents

100 MWh Battery Plant Bulk Power Equipment One-Line Diagram

100 MWh Battery Plant Master Site Controller One-Line Diagram

100 MWh Battery Plant Auxiliary Power One-Line Diagram

100 MWh Battery Plant Instrumentation One-Line Diagram
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Cost Estimate Guidelines

* All equipment cost estimates are FOB factory in 1979 dollars.

* All equipment costs except the converter are from vendor estimates or

catalog prices.

* The converter cost is derived from UTC studies and assumes a mature

production rate of 150 units per year.

* Percentage add-ons were applied to account for the cost of nuts, bolts

and bracing or support-type hardware.

* The cost estimates do not include installation at the plant, development

efforts or one time engineering costs, the battery or its direct peri-

pherals, shipping, and material handling,

* The cost of performing the overall plant detailed design, defining and

procuring each piece of equipment, of spare parts and maintenance

equipment is not included.

* The estimated costs of using fuses or current limiting protectors as

opposed to dc circuit breakers for dc protection are given in this section

to show the cost penalty incurred by utilization of dc breakers.

B-2



TABLE BI -

ITEM DESCRIPTION COST/UN

Converter -10 MW Converter System, 665, 700/c
palletized

Battery Module a) Open frame, 2000 Wamp, 13,862/p
Protection and 300 volt dc circuit
Isolation Switch- breaker

a) **2000 amp, 3000 volt 4000/pole
current limiting protector
with isolation switch
(motorized) open frame

c) 200 amp, 3000 volt fuse 3000/pole
with isolating switch
(motorized)

Main dc Bus a) Open frame, 6000 amp, 13,862/p
Protection and 3000 volt dc circuit
isolation breaker

b) **6000 amp, 3000 volt 65 /pole
current limiting protector
with isolation switch
(motorized)-open frame

c) 6000 amp, 3000 volt fuse 5100/pole
with isolating switch
(motorized)

AC Circuit 3 Phase, 15 kV, enclosed dry 20,740/36
Broker type

DC Bus Bar Two square inch cross 13.44/ft
sectional area copper bus
bar, unplated

Based %.. ,orduction of 150 (10 MW) units/yr
Would require significant development cost % 50 to 100K each

BULK POWER EQUIPMENT

4IT UNI TSPLANT

converter 2 converters

ole 24 poles

24 pc'es

24 poles

ole 4 pules

4 poles

4 poles

0 unit 1-30 unit

1400 ft

COST ESTIMATE

COST
1979 DOLLARS

1, 331.400

332,688

96,000

72,000

55,448

26,000

20,400

20,740

18,816

COST SOURCE

UTC Studies

Vendor Estimates

Vendor and Engineering Estimates

Vendor and Engineering Estimates

Vendor Estimate

Vendor and Engineering Estimates

Vendor and Engineering Estimates

Vendor Estimate

Vendor Estimate



TABLE 81 - BULK POWER EQUIPMENT COST ESTIMATE (Continued)

ITEM

AC Isolating
Switch

Battery Bank
Secti&naizing
Switch

Plant Power
Geound Grid

AC Power Cabling
(converter pallet
to ac breaker
only)

Lightning Arrestor
(ac breaker only)

OC Fused
Resistive Ground-
ing Network

Wsc. Hardware

w

DESCRIPTION

3 Phase, 15 kV, 1200 amp
motorized disconnect

6000 amp, 3000 volt no-load
break dc switch, motorized

a) 500 MCM bare copper
cable

b) Twenty foot copper clad
groundrods

a) 500 MCM 15 kV shielded
cable

b) 15 kV stress cone
termination kit

15 kV intermediate class

d% 20 amp fuse and resistor
in parallel in series with
resistor

Nuts, bolts, brackets, lugs etc.

Total

COST/UNIT

7615/30 Unit

2000/pole

2.95/ft

50/Rod

7.30/ft

20/Kit

200/arrestor

200/network

UNITS/PLANT

1-30 Unit

2 poles

1000 ft

10 Rods

100 ft

12 Kits

3 arrestors

2 networks

***10% x 56,000 X1

a) With dc circuit breakers
b) With current limiting protectors
c) With fuse and isolation switch

COST

COST
1979 DOLLARS

7,615

4,000

2,950

500

730

240

600

400

5,600

1 ,781,727
1,515,591
1,485,991

COST SOURCE

Vendor Estimate

Vendor Estimate

Vendor Estimate

Vendor Estimate

Vendor Estimate

Engineering Estimate

Engineering Estimate

*wTen percent of equipment cost except for converter
wnd dc pretectIon equipment. Cost estimated accurate to 10%



TABLE B2 - MASTER SITE CONTROLLER COST ESTIMATE

DESCRIPTION COST/UNIT UNITS/PLANT
COST

1979 DOLLARS COST SOURCE

Site Controller

Local Module
Controller

to

interface Cables

Interface
Cont rs

Total

H9270 Backplane/card guide
KD11-FC LSI II Processor

W 20k RAM
H70-TH Power Supply
DRV11 Parallel Interface
RKO5J 2.5M Disk
DLV11-E Serial Interface
Cattwde ray tube display
High speed hard copy printer
Assembly into enclosed package
with 1/O interface and buffers

Microprocessor based data
logger with parallel interface
- electronic parts and assy
and dc power supply

20 conductor, twisted pair,
018 wire, unshielded,
neprme jacket

20 PIN connectors, metal,
circular, quick disconnect,
mil spec

173.00
1811.00

637.00
95.50

5184.00
114.00

1300.00
2300.00
4600.00

350

3/ft

28

1

1

2
1
2
1
1
1

12

1500 ft

62

173.00

1811.00

637.00
191.00

5184.00
228.00

1300.00
2300.00
4600.00

4,200

4,500

1,736

26,860

Catalog
Catalog

Catalog
Catalog
Catalog
Catalog
Vendor Estimate
Vendor Estimate
Eng. estimate of 120 hrs @ $25/hr
and $1600 materials

Catalog parts prices and engineering
estimates for assembly

Engineering Estimate per
similar purchase

Vendor Estimate

Equipownt cos estimate accurate to i10%
Cost does not include development of controller software program

ITEM
1



TABLE B3 - AUXILIARY POWER COST ESTIMATE

ITEM

Main Transformer

Main Circuit
Breaker

UPS

Load Interrupter
Switch

Motor Controller

Circuit Breakers

Generator

Distribution
Section

Lightning
Arrestor

Wire and
Conduit

COST/UNIT

22,200

6,400

11,000

DESCRIPTION

2000 kVA, 13.8 kV/480 Vac,
30, dry type, non-ventilated

480 Vac, 2500 amp, molded
case with GRD trip and
GRD fault protection

5 kVA uninterruptible power
source, 208 Vac, 30 inverter
with 10 minutes of battery
supply and static transfer
switch

15 kV, 600 amp, 2 position with
fuses

Combination starter with circuit
breaker and type S starter

Molded case, plug in type,
30, 480 Vac, 3 pole

600 amp
200 amp

60 amp
30 amp

12.5 kW, 208 Vac, 30, gas
or propane fueled with
output switch

2500 amp, 480 Vat vertical
breaker bus

15 kV station class, factory
installed in line section

All 600 Vac THHN 3/0
# 6
#10
#14

Conduit, Rigid metal 1 V"
3/4":
1/2"

Elbows, misc sizes

1 ,240

606

.61/ft
.105/ft
.051/ft
.023/ft
.88/ft
.43/ft
.36/ft

UNITS/PLANT

1

1

1

12

1
12
3

17

1

2

3

4500 ft
5000 ft
2500 ft
1000 ft
1440 ft
1540 ft

300 ft

w
a'

COST
1979 DOLLARS

22,200

6, 4o0

11,000

4,467

6, 588

1,250
5,184

396
2,244

6,500

2,480

1, 818

2,745
525
128

23
1,267

662
108
419

-)URCE

Cat;-

Catalog

Vendor Estimate

Catalog

Catalog

Catalog

Vendor Estimate

Catalog

Catalog

Vendor Estimate

4,467

549

1,250
432
132
132

6,500



TABI

ITEM

Motor Control
Distribution
Bus

Trar.sformer

High Voltage
Termination

Utility Breaker
Pwnel

Mator Push
Button

Misc. Har-uware

Total

DESCRIPTION

800 amp NEMA enclosure
with vertical plated copper bus

15 kVA, 480/20-126 VaPc, dry
type

3N, Pot head

12 breaker nanel with main
and 12-15 anp, 120 Vac
circuit breakers

NEMA I start/stop motor
switch

Nuts, bolts, lugs, brackets, etc

LE 83 - AUXILIARY POWER COST ESTIMATE kContinuedi

COST

COST/UNIT UNITS PLANT 1979 DOLLARS

1,454 1 1,454

435

570

270

18

15% X 40,000

2

12

xi

870

570

270

216

6,000

85,784

COST SOURCE

C atalog

Catalog

Catalog

Catalog

Catalog

Engineering Estimate

Equipment cost accurate to 10%
Does not include weatherproof equipment enclosures

1



TABLE B4 - ELECTRICAL PLANT INSTRUMENTATION COSI

cc

ITEM DESCRIPTION COST/UNIT UNITS/PLANT 1979 D(

Module Current DC 2000 amp current 540 12 6480
Sensor transducer with 5 kV

isolation

Battery Bank DC 6000 amp current 1382 4 5528
Main Bus transducer with 5"g.V
Current Sensor isolation

Cell Ensemble Opto-coupler and logic gates 0.20/unit 10,368 2073
Measurement and comparator added to logic
CircuItry chip for each shunt module

Utility Interface 15 kV class utility grade 429 3 1287
Voltage Sensor potential XFMR

Utility Line 15 kV class utility grade 328 3 984
Current current XFMR

Ground Current DC 100 amp current 70 2 140
Sensor transducer with 5 kV

isolation

Battery Bank 3 kV voltage divider, non- 50 2 100
Bus Voltage inductive resistor network,
Sensor 5 kV isolation

Individual 10 MW Included in converter cost
Converter Mdule
kW and kVAR
Sensors

Misc. Hardware Lugs, brackets, nuts, bolts, etc. 20% x 16,00 X1 3,320

Total 19,912

Cabling and connectors for transmission of sensor outputs and readout instruments included
as part of master site controller cost estimate

Equipment cost estimate accurace to 10%

T ESTIMATE

OST
DOLLARS COST SOURCE

Vendor Estimate

Vendor Estimate

Engineering Estimate

Catalog

Catalog

Vendor Estimate

Engineering Estima-e

Engineering Estimate


